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"WHERE DO YOU GO FROM HERE?" 
HITCH YOUR WAGON TO A STAR 
LOOK TO THE FUTURE 
Your success in ljfe will oe large' y determined by 
the type, quality and character of training you 
receive, together with the advise and placement 
assistance given you. Sborthan<i, Typewriting, 
Bookkeeping, .'\ccounting Busi111,ss English. and 
other corelated subjects are all necessary as a 
background for a business rareer. 
OUR SUGGESTION 
If a good otfice job . . at a good pay interests you ... and you realize that it takes 
Business Tr .. ming at a prct<:ssionaJ level to g ive you confidence ancl dbility to hold the 
better job, register without delay for interesting and successful training at B. B. C. 
Business and professional men prefer B. B. C. graduates because they artl l!xpertly trained. 
Com e Lu. J>Jwne or lf'rite the School For 011r Free Booldet ·'Plmmin,: l 'our Future" 
BULMER BUSINESS COLLEGE 
44 London St. W ., Windsor I mperial Bank Building Phone 3-8202 
LEARN 
:$pe-edwnti,g --====i 
The Famous A.B.C. System-I 
No Signs, No Symbols, No Machines I 
You simply use the lette1s of the alphabet. 
No previous knowledge of shorthand needed 
l-'astest, c:a~iest shurthand to master, SPEED WRITIN G it simple as A. B. C.-even a child can 
learn. No tedious study required, no "foreign language" of signs or symbols to learn-you 
simply use the letters of the alphabet. That as why you can actually start taking dictation the 
very first ~ay instead of spending months learning shorthand characters. 
, •. Jlisit the Scltool For a Free D emonslratiot1 , •• 
Special morning classes. Six weeks summer course for High School students. 
u~ 
DEPARTMENT OF ff ==._=========~ 
BULMER BUSINESS COLLEGE 
4-4 London St. W., W indsor I mperial Bank Building Phone 3-8202 
• 
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W. D. LOWE 
VOCATIONAL SCHOOL 
THE TOWERS 
Sponsored by Vocational United, the student 
organization of the W. D. Lowe Vocational School, 
ond dedicated to the Graduates of 1953. 
Page One 
Page Two 
Top: VELMA KOROSY 
-Graduates 
Centre: VICTOR FONIC 
-Bays Sports 
Bottom: ROSE MARIE RUSHMERE 
-Class News 
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"THE TOWERS" EDITORIAL STAFF 
ALEX AIREY 
Editor-in-Chief 
EDITO RIAL 
We of the editorial staff take pleasure in pre-
senting the 1952-53 edition of "The Towers. " We 
sincerely hope that you will like it. A great deal 
of work has gone into its preparation and an effort 
has been made to have all of our school activities 
represented. We feel that this book will be of 
interest to every individual in the school. The 
graduates, especially, will treasure this book 
as it is a memento of their final year at Lowe 
Vocational. 
The Year Book is produced at considerable cost 
and could not be published without the generous 
support of our advertisers. You would be doing 
the book a service if you would patronize these 
friends and, when doing so, mention that you saw 
their advertisement in "The Towers." 
-Alex Airey. 
ELENA DARIO 
-Special Activities 
Tap: WAYNE WARREN 
-Graduates 
Centre: NELLIE WEJKO 
-Girls Sports 
Bottom: MARGARET ROSS 
-Class News 
, 
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II THE TOWERS II ADVERTISING STAFF 
ADVERTISING STAFF 
First Raw: ( Left ta Right): Lil lian Smith, Norma Browning, { Student Business Manager), Sylvia Stefuriac, Josephine Bacon, 
Joyce France, Dorothy Doolittle. 
Second Row: Audrey Hewlett, Annie Kadlubisky, Helen Fiore!, Betty Spoiala, Jeanette Major, Jenny Lee Lewis, Elizobeth 
Tara k, Shirley McClusky, Moe Bleosby. 
Third Row: Ro n Erwin, Mr. H. Stott {Teacher-in-charge), Ken Dease. 
Absent: Ruth Tustanows ki, John Osborne. 
ASSISTANTS TO THE EDITORIAL STAFF 
Graduate Section: Anja Ri stoniemi, C. Spee.; Clora Clinonsmith, C4B; Jock Powers, T4B. 
Sports Section : Mike Soffron, C4A; Vero Turus , C4A; Iris Bo biuk, C4A. 
Special Acitivities : Potricio Decoire, C4A. 
Art : Cover, Jock Cave, T4B. 
Title pages and Cartoons, Jo hn Oliver, T4B. 
This issue of "THE TOWERS" was produced at HERALD PRESS LIMITED 
by graduate craftsmen of our own school. 
Page Four 
J. ORD, Principal 
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THE FRONT OFFICE 
In early February, The Towers is about to go to 
press. May I first speak in appreciation of all the 
work which must be done by teachers and students 
in the production and financing of a year book. Were 
it ever necessary to discontinue publishing the year 
book, we would all be sorry; for the year book, not 
only in its articles and photos, but also in the recol -
lections which it stirs, reminds us of our achievements 
in the year which it records. 
We should not forget that our school is an 
educational institution and that, along with desi rable 
growth in personality and character, our young 
people are here to learn more about the qualities of 
the good citizen. The good citizen knows that in 
Democracy we can preserve freedom only by learning 
self discipline. If we have not learned wi llingly to 
respect manners, fair play, and our laws; if we have 
not learned to value goodness and truth-we are not 
educated, no matter what skills or book learning we 
have mastered. 
To a ll our students, and particu larly to those who 
are graduating, I extend sincere good wishes. 
-J. Ord. 
We are all proud of the achievements of our teams-golf, tennis, 
soccer, rugby, volley-ball, gymnastic, basket-ball, and hockey. The 
scoring of a goal or the completion of a difficult play may seem quite 
simple to the spectator, but we all know that this skill is only ac;quired 
after many hours of practice and co-ordinated effort by each member of 
the team. 
If we wish to succeed in the business world, we should be prepared 
to spend many hours of study and practice, so that we, too, will hove 
the necessary education and ski l l required to play the game in a highly 
competitive world. We hope that you will take advantage of the many 
opportunities offered by this school, so that you will play a competent 
port in the business and industrial world. 
C. H. MONTROSE, Director 
of the Techn ical Dept. 
-George F. Dean. 
G. F. DEAN, Disector 
of the Commercial Dept. 
Thirty years ago, in 1923, this school opened its doors to meet t he 
vocational educational needs of Windsor, Walkerville and Essex County. 
To-day, after three decades of conscientious service, we can look with 
pride upon our record. 
During this period we hove trained and placed thousands of fine young 
people into a variety of occupat ions. We have also provided these 
students with an appreciation of the finer things of l ife. In addition, it 
has been our constant aim to impress upon them a high sense of idealism; 
a realization of the truth that it is only in the service of others thot we 
find our greatest happiness in life. 
-C. H. Montrose. 
• 
---·-
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TEACHING ST A FF 
First Row: ( left to right): Miss K. Lofontoine, Miss E. Comeron, Miss H. Coughlin, C. H. Montrose, J. Ord ( Principal), 
G. F. Dean, Miss M. Connerty, Miss C. Fa lls, Miss H. Carley. 
Second Row: A. D. R. Froser, W. P. Augustine, Miss A. Donaldson, Miss G. Green, Miss Y. Gignac, P. Bennett, F. H. Barnes, 
C. N. Cole. 
Third Row: A. Harrison, C. Adsett, R. Cook, E. Bates, H. Cowgill, N. Buie, J. Murr'?Y· 
Fourth Row: l. Cook, J. Baird, E. Durocher, R. Edwards, W. H. Jennings. 
First Row: ( left to right): Mrs. B. White, Mrs. R. Kimmerly, Miss C. Wilso n, E.W. Welton, Miss A. McMonus, Miss M. 
Pougne t, Miss E. McKay. 
Second Row: S. Levine, A. E. Sparling, E. J. Sirrs, C. Wollen, E. Shrier, A. Neely, E. Nelson, 0. Mills, l. F. McGee. 
Third Row: H. Stott, l. Flagler, l. Starr, C. Murray, W. A. Mal kin , C. Knight, G. F. Pew. 
Fourth Row: T. U. Neilson , P. l. McMonus. 
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BOARD OF EDUCATION 
FOR 
The City of Windsor 
1953 
H. D. TAYLOR, B.A., M.D., Chairman 
C. W. DA YNES, Vice-Chairman 
P. P. McCALLUM, C.L.U. 
A. R. DAVIDSON, B.A. L. WHIITAKER 
APPOINTED TRUSTEES 
Separate Schools .................................... ............................. M. G. BRICK, D.D.S. 
H. LASSALINE, M.A. 
Vocational School... ....... ..................................... ...... .. .... ............. C. G. SAMPSON 
E. WATSON, LL.B. 
OFFICIALS 
Superintendent of Schools ............ ............................ T. C. WHITE, B.A., B.Paed. 
Business Administrator .. .... ...... ........................................ T. ROY NOBLE, B.C.S. 
Inspector of Public Schools ............................. ..... C. R. MacLEOD, B.A., B.Paed. 
Assistant Business Administrator ............................. ... ............. ... JOHN DOWER 
' -
Windsor Schools Excel 
GRADUATES 
1952 - 53 
Page Eight 
COMME .RCIAL 
C4A 
Name: VIRGINIA ANDREWS 
S.A. Badminton ( Which is strictly for the 
Birds), Expert Typist's Club 
A. Valentino's Girl Friend 
Desc. : Strictly for the Cirds 
F. Space Cadet 
P.P. Short Boys & Tall Jerks 
Nome: IRIS BABIUK 
S.A. : Bosket ball 
A. Basketball Referee 
Desc.: The kid with the fruit boots 
F. Who knows? 
P.P. fouls in Basketball 
Name: MARGARET (ARNO 
S.A. : Expert Typists ' Club, Yearbook 
A. Travel lo Africa 
Desc.: Silent but full of dynamite 
F. Watching Travel series on T.V. 
P.P. Old typewriters 
Name: DORIS CHARBONNEAU 
S.A. : Chewing gum 
A. Go to Ca lifornia 
Desc.: Always blowing bubbles 
F. Sunning in Long Beach 
P.P. Alarm clocks 
Name: ELENA DAP.10 
S.A. : Ra ising Elephants in Peru 
A. Change both names 
Desc.: Dimples 
F. Teaching at West Point 
P.P. Bonus morks in spelling 
Nome: PATRICIA DECAIRE 
S.A. Socia l Committee., Year Book Staff, Ex-
pert Typists ' Club 
A. Travel 
Desc. Delicious 
F. Tecumseh 
P.P. TV Beer Commerdols 
Nome: BERTHA FRANZ 
S.A. : Talking 
A. Hawaiian Dancer 
Desc.: Laughing Comedian 
F. Still Laughing 
P.P. Pony Toils 
0 
t.,\ 
..,..., 
,. 
l 
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GRAD U A TE S 
C4A 
Nome: ALEX AI REY 
S.A. : Playboy 
A. Retire when 21 
Desc., Athletic Features 
F. World 's Younge;! Millionaire 
P.P. People 
Nome: DAN BALDOSSI 
S.A. Tiddley Winks ond Pretzel Bending 
A. To have running Wine from the kitchen 
lop 
Desc.: Tal l, Dark, and " Fishy " 
F. Bouncer ot the Gaiety 
P.P. A guy named " Mo " 
Name: WILLIAM (HUBAN 
S.A. : Billiards 
A. To make a mi ll ion 
Desc. A gentleman and a scholar 
F. Sub janitor of toilet division 
P.P. Homework 
Nome: PETER DRAGICEVICH 
S.A. : Golf team, Socia l Committee 
A. Pro Golfer 
Dcsc.: Tennis, Anyone? 
F. Cadd ie for "Itch" 
P.P. On the green in 8 
Name: W ILLIAM FO~TAIS 
S.A. : Tight rope walker 
A. Another Cecil B. Demille, 
Desc.: Silent Som 
F. Stuntman al Paramount 
P.P. Long Dresses 
Nome, EDWARD (SKEZ) GUT 
S.A. : Jr. Basketball Team 
A. Be a Six Footer 
Desc.: Chin-up 
F. Accountant 
f>.P. Homework 
' -
Name, EDWARD HAZEL 
S.A. : Sleep, eat, and drink 
A. Supervisor of Girls' Schaal 
Desc.: Blush ing Playboy 
F. Janitor al St. Mary's Academy 
P.P. Girls 
Key: S.A.-Special Activity; A.-Ambition; Desc.-Descriptian; F.-Future; P.P . ...:...Pot Peeve. 
I 
I 
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COMMERCIAL 
C4A 
Name: ELDA GAVA 
S.A. : Carrying Books 
A. Concert pianist 
Desc. : Irma Flutterfingers 
F. California, here I came 
P.P. : Sour Notes 
Name: VELMA KOROSY 
S.A. Year book, Expert Typists· Club, 
Committee, lnterfarm Basketball 
A. Gower Champion ·s dance partner 
Desc.: Blonde Bombshell 
Social 
F. Still looking far Gower Champion 
P.P. : Boys without brush cuts 
Name: HELEN LASKOWSKI 
S.A. : Badminton, Tennis, Dancing 
A. To make o million 
Desc. : Whot TV wouldn't give for that blonde 
hair 
F. Still earning 
P.P. Income tax 
Name: HELEN MAGDAN 
S.A. : Dancing, Skating, Talking 
A. To get out of Tech 
Desc. : Where did you get those big brown 
eyes? 
F. Visiting Florida 
P.P. Remington Park 
Nome: ANGELA MARINELLI 
S.A. : Reading Poetry 
A. To sing 
Oesc. : Innocent looking 
F. Sing-sing 
P.P. : N.W. 
Nome: BETTY STALMACH 
S.A. : Falling up the stairs 
A. To be "The girl in every Port" 
Oesc. : Wacky 
F. Starring in "Skirts Ahoy" 
P.P. : Whistles 
Nome: MARY TRENTIN 
S.A. : Gun Moll to Tony Curtis 
A. Chorus girl 3rd from the left 
Desc.: Bee-Bopper 
F. Torch Singer 
P.P. Beards-can 't stand 'em 
Page Nine 
GRADUATES 
C4A 
Nome: GERALD HILLMAN 
S.A. : Sports 
A. Best Pool player in Canada 
Desc. : Is he far real? 
F. Baseball player 
P.P. A guy named Beoky-(Mae) 
Name: WILLIAM HINDSHAW ( LEE) 
S.A. : Windsor Regiment 
A. Becoming o General 
Desc.: Petit 
F. Retired at 21 
P.P. Anything with a skirt 
Nome: LESLIE McKNIGHT 
S.A. : Target shooting 
A. Best shot in Canada 
Desc.: Another Tony Curtis 
F. Shooting the bull 
P.P. : French Girls 
Nome: ALBERT PETRIE 
S.A. : 
A. 
Desc.: 
Anglican Young Peoples Association 
To succeed in Life 
F. 
P.P. : 
Name: 
S.A. : 
A. 
Desc. : 
F. 
P.P. : 
Name: 
S.A. : 
A. 
Desc.: 
F. 
P.P. : 
Nome: 
S.A. : 
A. 
Oesc.: 
F. 
P.P. : 
Casanova 
To be o school teacher 
Show offs 
FRED PHILCHUK 
Football 
Hot Rods 
Freddie P. Penobscot 
Grease Mon key 
Rudy Chernick 
MIKE PIDRUCHNY 
Cheerleader for Girls Volleyball team 
To own o pair of glasses 
" Cousin Weak Eyes" 
To "SEE" what the score is 
For owoy black boards 
VICTOR PONIC 
Basketball, Editor of Boys' Sports 
To own a horse ranch in Texas 
Cross between John Wayne and Silver 
Horse-Raiser 
Females ( Not female horses) 
Key: S.A.-Speciol Activity; A.-Ambition; Desc.-Description; F.-Future; P.P.-Pet Peeve. 
C4A 
Nome: HELEN TRUPP 
S.A. : Watching TV 
A. To be a millionaire 
Oesc.: One man's gal 
F. Mrs. B. 
P.P. Homework 
Nome: VERA TVRVS 
S.A. : Polo Player 
A. Music teacher 
Desc.: Party Pooper 
F. Piano tuner 
P.P. Book worms 
Nome: KATHLEEN ULLMAN 
S.A. : Badminton 
A. Go lo Europe 
Oesc. : Helen's shadow 
F. Still trying 
P.P. Red hair 
Nome: NELLIE WEIKO 
S.A. : Ju.Jitsu 
A. Read more books 
Desc. : Woman wrestler 
F. Bookie 
P.P. G.P. 
Nome: JAMES VEITCH 
COMME.RCIAL 
S.A. : Collect unemployment cheques 
A. Millionaire 
Oesc. : We all can't be beautiful 
F. None 
P.P. ' 1Virgie" 
C4B 
Nome: SYLVIA CHASE 
S.A. Dramatics 
A. To marry a United Stoles Morine 
Desc. Real nice kid 
F. Raising little Marines 
P.P. Men with moustaches 
Name: MARIE CUKU 
S.A. : Cheering 
A. Hair styl ist 
Desc.: Pretty Cuku 
F. Housewife 
P.P. Going Steady 
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GRADUATES 
C4A 
Name: Ell ( ITCH) POPOVICH 
S.A. : Ballroom Athlete 
A. Pro. Golfer 
Desc. : Slippery l ike a "Hood" 
F. Caddy 
P.P. : Occupotionol Therapeutics 
Name: MORRIS PRYMACH 
S.A. Football during the day and homework 
during the night 
A. Run Charlie 's Pool room 
Desc. : Unorthodox 
F. Own Charlie's Poot room 
P.P. Miss Coughlin and C4A Girls 
Nome: MIKE SAFFRAN 
S.A. : Golf team, Hockey team, Assembly 
Committee, Vice-President of Vocational 
United 
A. Montreal Canodiens 
Desc. : Pocket size dynamite 
F. Believeau, Saffron, Richard 
P.P. C4A Girls 
Nome: NORMAN VARGA 
S.A. : Anchor man on Ping-pong team 
A. First string line for Detroit lions 
Desc. : Gibraltar 
F. Blowing up footballs for the Detroit 
Lions 
P.P. Small girls, long skirts 
Name: ROBERT WILKINS 
S.A. : ' 1How I love the Kines of Dolores." 
A. I 'II never tell 
Oesc. : Things look bod 
F. Things look worse 
P.P. " Fruit boots" 
C4B 
Nome: CLARA CLINANSMITH 
S.A. Year Book, Social Committee, In terform 
Basketball and Vol leyball 
A. To be rich 
Desc. : Innocent 
F. Stocking pennies 
P.P. Mon shortage 
' -
Nome: DOREEN OE SALLIERS 
S.A. : Volley boll team 
A. Private secretary 
Desc. : Very nice 
F. Stenographer 
P.P. Hord work 
Key: S.A.-Speciol Activity; A.-Ambition; 0 esc.-Description; F.-Future; P.P . .:..Pet Peeve. 
.. 
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Name: 
S.A. : 
A. 
Desc., 
F. 
P.P . 
Nome, 
S.A. : 
A. 
Desc.: 
F. 
P.P. 
Name: 
S.A. : 
A. 
Dcsc.: 
F. 
P.P. 
Nome: 
S.A. : 
A. 
Desc. : 
F. 
P.P. 
Nome, 
S.A. 
A . 
Desc. : 
F. 
P.P. 
Name: 
S.A. : 
A. 
Desc.: 
F. 
P.P. 
Nome: 
S.A. 
A. 
Desc. : 
F. 
P.P. 
COMMERCIAL 
C4B 
OLGA DMYTROW 
Vocational United, Social Committee, 
Expert Typist, Club, lnterform Volley 
bal l 
To leave Tech 
Polka Dancer 
Street cleaner for City of Windsor 
The three "C's" 
CAMILLA GREGUOL 
Getting into trouble 
Secretary 
Smiles and chuckles 
Six feel under 
Working 
MARY ISTVAN 
lnterform Volley Ball 
Stenographer 
The thinker 
Married? 
Waltzing 
SHIRLEY LITTLE 
Vocational United 
To own a red convedible 
Tal l and neat 
Out of gas 
Short men 
ELEANOR McCARTHY 
Sang in Amateur Con test in Second 
Form 
Get caught up on my book reports 
Bookworm 
Still reading 
Being stared al 
STELLA PACHOLOK 
Bawling and Dancing 
To be on experienced sewer 
The cute shy type 
Still sewing skirts 
Shorthand 
BETH PURTON 
Volley Soll, Basketball, G lee Club, Art 
Club, lnterform teams 
Secretary at Hiram Walkers 
Toll with a pleasing personality 
Hiccup 
losing o game by one point 
Page Eleven 
GRADUATES 
C4B 
Nome: JENNIE GALLAS 
S.A. : Sports 
A. Co-Ed 
Desc.: Very sporty 
F. ED 
P.P. Staying single 
Nome: ANGELINE ILNICKI 
S.A. : lnterform Volley Ball 
A. To dance an "Club Polka" 
Oesc.: Cute ond neot 
F. Polka Dancer at the Polish Alliance Hall 
P.P. Men with blonde wavy hair and blue 
eyes 
Nome: DOROTHY LANE 
S.A. : Dancer 
A. To dance with Gene Kelly 
Oesc.: Twinkletoed belle 
F. Still waiting 
P.P. Short fellows 
Nome: PHYLLIS MASLANKA 
S.A. : Basketball 
A. To be o nurse 
Desc.: All fun-full of smiles 
F. Hook a man 
P.P. Exams 
Nome: MARILYN MISKIN 
S.A. lntedorm basketbal l, Social Committee 
A . To become a nurse 
Desc. Little Devil 
F. Nurse for Woolworth 's 
P.P. Chemistry Equations 
Nome, SHIRLEY PElERSON 
S.A. : Public Speaking 
A. Schoolmarm 
Desc.: Short and sweet 
F. Raising little pupils 
P.P. Coming in early 
Nome: DOLORES ROBILLARD 
S.A. ; Catching vp 9n school work 
A. To gel 70 in Shorthand 
Desc. : Soucy 
F. Mrs. A. G. 
P.P. A boy who is early 
Key: S.A.-Speciol Activity; A.-Ambition; Desc.-Description; F.- Fulure; P.P.-Pel Peeve. 
Page Twelve 
Name: 
S.A. : 
C48 
PATRICIA ROBINSON 
Asking questians 
CO MM ERCIAL 
A. 
Desc .. 
F. 
Privr.ate secretary at General Motors 
A tall, fair, brown-eyed doll 
A deep dark secret 
P.P. Crowded buses 
Name: BERYL RUSSELL 
S.A. Running to the stockroom for somebody 
else 
A. Dress Designer 
Desc. : O'Boy 
F. Designing little clothes 
P.P. : Nine o'clock bell 
Name: DOREEN SCHISLER 
S.A. : Tennis, basketball, volleyball 
A. To become a nurse 
Desc. : Thot's o laugh??? 
F. Nursing in an Army Hospital 
P.P. Forward Men 
Nome: DOROTHY STEININGER 
S.A. : Sports ond dancing 
A. To be o great artist 
Desc. : Searching eyes, olwoys on the lookout. 
F. An old maid 
P.P. : Boys 
Nome: MARY SZAKONYI 
S.A. : Running to the Library 
A. To get a high mark in typing 
Desc. : An all around nice kid 
F. Still looking for the right mon 
P.P. : Long speeches 
Name: MARY ZAJACZ 
S.A. : Going home at 3 
A. Office worker 
Desc. : Quiet type 
F. Housewife 
P.P. Working 
C Special 
Nome: JOAN ALLEN 
S.A. : Hockey p layers in general 
A. To be Manager of Frawley 's 
Desc. : Dork eyes 
F. Trying to raise o hockey teom 
P.P. : Coming to school on Mondays 
" THE TOWERS" 1952-1953 
G RADUA TE S 
C48 
Nome: ROSE MARIE RUSHMERE 
S.A. lnterform basketball, volleyball, bas-
ketball; Year Book, Glee Club 
A. To be a private secretary 
Desc. : Bubbly 
F. Office dumb-bell 
P.P. : Low marks 
Name: LEDA ST. t..NTOINE 
S.A. Social Committee, lnterform Volleyball-
basketboll, Expert T)•pisls ' Club 
A. To own o Cadillac 
Desc. : Coreer Woman 
F. Expert baby sitter 
P.P. : Men minus muscles 
Nome: LUCILLE SCHMIDT 
S.A. : Social Committee 
A. Bookkeeper 
Desc. : Oh Brothcrlll 
F. Gas station oltendcnt 
P.P. : Taking Doreen's milk bottles back 
Name: NANCY STERLING 
S.A. G lee Club, l nterform bosketboll and 
volleyball 
A. Archaeologist 
Desc. : Soy nawlll 
F. Digging ditches 
P.P. Short lunch hours 
Nome: JEANIE TOFFLEMIRE 
S.A. : Socia l Committee, Kissing Paul Mortin 
A. Get 100 sca re in bowling 10-pin 
Desc. : Female Casanova 
F. Work for G overnment-counting groins 
of sand on Pt. Pelee beach 
P.P. Guys who need o shave or haircut 
Nome: MARLENE PA HERSON 
S.A. : lnterform basketball, volleyball 
A. Ace bookkeeper at Hudson 's 
Desc. : Cute and nice 
F. "Bass" 
P.P. Sylvia I 
. - C Special 
Name: MARION BRUCE 
S.A. : Talking 
A. Mrs. Ron Adams 
Des c. : Sugar An' Sp ice 
F. Housewife in Hamilton 
P.P. : Boy-friend s who l ive far away 
Key: S.A.-Speciol Activity; A.-Ambition; Desc.-Description; F.-Future; P.P.-Pet Peeve. 
• 
"THE TOWERS" 1952-1953 
COMM ER CIAL 
C Special 
Name: DOREEN CLARKE 
S.A. : late parties 
A. The Convent 
Desc. : Suggestive 
F. Chorus Girl 
P.P. Jokers 
Nome, NORMA FOGEL 
S.A. Doncing 
A. Privote Secretary 
Desc. Sophisticoted 
F. Privote secretary to Jeff Chandler 
P.P. 
Nome: 
S.A. 
' A. 
Desc., 
F. 
P.P. 
Nome, 
S.A. : 
A. 
Desc.: 
F. 
P.P. 
Nome: 
S.A. 
A. 
Desc. 
F. 
P.P. 
Suspenders 
JOAN GARANT 
Slow speed swimming 
To be a barmaid 
Which twin ate the pony 
10 little Frenchmen 
Keeping quiet (how true) 
JOAN GODFREY 
Swimming 
Hirom Wol kers Swimming teom 
Coreer Womon 
Trip to Tohiti 
Cu tting wisdom teeth 
JEANNE HO RSBURGH 
Da ncing 
80 words per minute in shorthand 
Jeon nie with the light brown hair and 
b lue eyes 
Bookkeeper 
School 
Nome, BARBARA HU DSON 
S.A. , Coming ond Going 
A. To point the town red 
Desc. : Cleopotro 
F. Oh so tired 
P.P. Forgetting her Kleenex 
Name: ADA KNAPPERS 
S.A. 
' 
Writing letters 
A. To get married 
Desc., Sweet and Innocent? 
F. " The Dutchies Green House" 
P.P. A busy signal on Frank's phone line 
Page Thirteen 
GRA DU AT E S 
~ 
C Special 
Nome: G IOVINA FERMANI 
S.A. , Peering over glosses 
A. To drive a car 
Desc. , Female Cosonovo 
F. living in Puce 
P.P. Posquoli 
Name: CHR ISTINA FRASER 
S.A. 
' 
Swimming, ( Guides, Y.P.S.) 
A. To ploy better bridge 
Desc., lntellectuol "HA" 
F. Ask me then 
P.P. Hoven 't got one 
Nome, SHIRLEY Gill 
S.A. 
' 
Music 
A. To get 100 in Shorthand 
Desc . , l ittle blonde with the bright 
F. Mrs.? 
P.P. School 
Nome, NANCY GOODWYN 
S.A. : Swimming 
A. Apeoling-to whom? 
Desc. : You name it- it's yours 
F. Arthur Godfrey 's Ice Revue 
P.P. Milton Berle 
Nome: ANNE HOWARD 
Feeding "Polly" his crackers 
Bon king I 
blue eyes 
S.A. , 
A. 
Desc., 
F. 
To hove one sk irt more lhon Morilyn 
Sweet and lovely 
There's a Chevrolet in it 
P.P. '53 Plymouths 
Nome : JEAN KANER 
S.A. 
' 
Bosket boll 
A. Renown singer 
Desc. , Torchy 
F. Model for Sun glosses 
P.P. Nursing a block eye 
Nome, PATRICIA LESCOMBE 
S.A. : living for bosketboll and badminton 
A. To marry on oth lete 
Desc. : Strictly athletic 
F. Raising geniuses 
P.P. Hoving to get up in the morning 
Key : S.A.-Speciol Activity; A.-Ambition; Desc.-Descriptio n; F.-Future; P.P.-Pct Peeve. 
Page Fourteen 
C Special 
Name: ROSEMARIE MILLER 
S.A. : Munching on Potato eh ps 
A. Ta get married in Sept. 1953 
Desc. : Short ond dork 
f. Pushing o buggy 
P.P. Doing homework for teachers 
Name: AUDREY NEWMAN 
S.A. : Talking on the telephone 
A. To pass shorthand 
Desc. : five feet two, eyes of blue 
f. Still tal king 
P.P. Homework 
Nome: NANCY SHEEHAN 
S.A. : Sewing 
A. living on Knob Hill 
Desc.: Slim An ' Trim 
f. To meet Whistler's mother 
P.P. Loud Mouths 
Name: ROSELYN GATES 
S.A. : Skating 
A. Sitting an the Boss's knee 
Desc. : Illusive 
f. Secreto ry 
P.P. Typing 
Name: ROBERT OSBORNE 
S.A. : Seeing Barbara 
A. To own o new cor 
Desc.: Very nice 
F. Studying shorthand 
P.P. I don 't know 
Name: BRUNO PARISOTTO 
S.A. Roll ing drunks and sneaking 
door of Arena 
A. Tell girls to quit bothering him 
Desc.: Typical Canadian man 
f. Bouncer at Local B.A.C. 
COMMERCIAL 
in back 
P.P. Women with sweaters and skirts 
Name: MELVIN DRAPER 
S.A. : Doing Homework 
A. Drafts man 
Desc.: Toll, dark and ??? 
F. Butcher 
P.P. Sleepy customers 
" THE TOWERS " 1952-1953 
GRADUATES 
C Special 
Nome: JEAN MIRSKY 
S.A. : Cramming Shorthand 
A. Ta fell in Lave 
Desc. : Smart Dresser 
F. Still falling 
P.P. Dill Pickles 
Name: ANJA RISTANIEMI 
S.A. : Having a sleam both 
A. To explore darkest Africa 
Desc. : Fair An ' Square 
f. Antique dealer 
P.P. " Pleasingly plump" 
Nome: DONNA SHIELLS 
S.A. : Scanning with Allen at frawleys 
A. Typist 
Desc. : Willowy 
f. Bartender with Nancy at the Cabala 
P.P. Blondes with blue eyes 
Name: ELIO MARCON 
S.A. Playing Hockey and planning holidays 
A. Ta fail and come bock to Tech to play 
hockey 
Desc. : liltle boy with big ideas 
F. Making money without working 
P.P. Women who ask too many question< 
Name: JACK PALMER 
S.A. : Chasing Girls 
A. To type 20 words a minute 
Desc.: The Toni Twin 
F. Siberia-With the Russian army 
P.P. Typing 
Name: EDGAR ST. ANTOINE 
S.A. : Bonging up the family car 
A. Test whiskey at Hiram Walkers 
Dest. Slow bul sure 
F. President al the Nightowls Club 1953 
P.P. Ringing alarm clocks 
.-
Key: S.A.-Special Activity; A.-Ambition; Desc.-Descriptian; F.-Future; P.P.·-Pet Peeve. 
"THE TOWERS" 1952-1953 
TECHNICAL 
T4A 
Name: JANET CHULUMOVICH 
S.A. Referee for aur volley ball team 
A. Nursing unmarried men 
F.S. Ohl Yau·re crazy 
F. Raising little dactars 
P.P. Mr. Bennett 
Name: GLORIA RAKOS 
S.A. A whiz on the tennis court 
A. Mrs. -S. 
F.S. Hey girls! I got a joke 
F. Ra ising little S's 
P.P. Married men 
Nome, SHIRLEY RUDALL 
S.A. Devoted Hockey fan 
A. No. I O Windsor Spitfires 
F.S. OHi Donna 
F. Who knows! He might be married 
P.P. Wrestlers 
Nome, RUDOLPH CHERNIAK 
S.A . Footba ll, Golf, President of Vocational 
United 
A. Graduate from Lowe 
F.S. 8000 Ssst Grrrr 
F. At last successllll 
P.P. Philchuck 
Name: GLEN RIGNEY 
S.A. Football 
A. Mechanical Engineer 
F.S. Yoh Dummy! 
F. Sharpening drafting pencils 
P.P. Warren's .. Humour"? 
Name: TERRY ALDEA 
S.A. Genera l Spectator and advisor 
A. Stay single a few more years 
F.S. How the heck ore you kid? 
F. Inspector of o tool room 
P.P. Thinking about girls 
Nome: HENRY CHULUMOVICH 
S.A. Quarter Masters 
A. Owner of tool company 
F.S. Nol Who said so? 
F. Sharpening tool bits 
P.P. Physics lessons 
Page Fifteen 
GRADUATES 
T4A 
Nome: JOYCE JESSOP 
S.A. Our volley ball star 
A. Raising little Frenchmen 
F.S. AH I peach fuzz 
F. Nursing Hanky Jr. 
P.P. Mr. Bennett 
Nome, MARGARET ROSS 
S.A. Bothering oil the Teachers 
A. To marry o millionaire 
F.S. Hey girls, who can lend me o pencil? 
F. Nursing Mr. Ford Ill 
P.P. Ontario Restaurant 
Name: MARIA SZEKELY 
S.A. Keeping time with Dean Mortin and 
Jerry lewis 
A. Sampler at Hiram Walkers 
F.S. Cause your nose is like a banana don't 
think your one of the bunch 
F. Designing new Empire Stale Buildings 
P.P. T48 
Nome: WALTER PARENT 
S.A. Hockey 
A. Hockey Player 
F.S. What do you think , Huh? 
f, Railing Hotkey players 
P.P. Work II II 
Nome: WAYNE WARREN 
S.A. Track, Gym team, Year Book 
A. SI 2 ,OOO o year jab 
F.S. You 're off your trolley 
F. Emptying waste baskets 
P.P. Dull, fat people 
Nome: MARCEL BRANGET 
S.A. Watching the clock 
A. Twisting pretzels 
F.S. Lend me your moth, etc. 
F. Grinding drills for square holes 
P.P. Dirty wrestlers 
Nome, MATT FEKETE 
S.A. Bond 
A. Blank 
F.S. You've got to be smart to be stupid 
F. Breaking hock sow blades 
P.P. Hot negatives 
Key: S.A.-Speciol Activity, A.-Ambition; F.S.-Favouri te Saying; F.-Future; P.P.-Pet Peeve. 
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" THE TOWERS " 1952-1953 
TECHNICAL GRADUATES 
T4A T4A 
Name: JOHN FRIMER Name: JAM ES HAISMAN 
S.A. Year baok reporter S.A. Tried them all 
A. Be a superintendent A. Mrs. ? Haismon 
F.S. Ain ' t that something 
F. Janitor in a tool room 
P.P. little Lo uie 
f.S. Hey kidl 
f. Tippity ta p of little feet 
P.P. Not mentionable 
Name: KARL HARPE R Name: GEORGE KNIGHT 
S.A. S.A. Band 
A. Foreman A. Barbara 
F.S. Sorry, honey, not eno ugh gas. f .S. Get lost Pella 
f . Superintendent f . Cheaper by the dozen 
P.P. Chuck P.P. Girls I 
Nome: SHERMAN McCARTY 
Nome: HARVEY MYKET S. A. Band, Track 
S.A. Band A. Taster in Hiram Walker 
A. Be o Machinist F.S. Take gas 
f.S. If you ' re lu cky f . Alcoholic Word 
f. Still trying P.P. Dry parties 
P.P. Homework 
Name: ROBERT PELLA 
Nome: DOUGLAS BEEMER S.A. Just resting 
S.A. Retired A. Make a million dollars 
A. Electrician f .S. " MMM" Boylll 
F.S. Is he ever a dummy! f. Tool and die breaker 
f. Winding gene rators P.P. J.l. 
P.P. People who talk o lot 
Name: ROBERT CAZA 
S.A. Bond, Soccer 
Name: KENNETH CONDICK 
S.A, Band 
A. Beating drums 
f .S. I don ' t know! no I don 't know 
f. Making holes in doughn uts .......... 
P.P. F.C.I . ~ 
A. Owner of hydro electric plant 
F.S. Nope! haven't got it done 
f. Running o 2 h .p. motor 
P.P. Walking Mel home 
Nome: RICHARD GRYCE Name: THOMAS IRVING 
S.A. Girls teams S.A. Officers corp, Signal 3, Soccer 
A. Electronics Engineer A. General-in the Army 
F.S. Do your Math? f.S. Come here and soy that 
f . Climbing hydro poles f. Private in the A rmy 
P.P. A shock P.P. Studying 
Nome : LEONARD MANIAS 
S.A. Officers Corp, football, Orchestra 
,- l Nome: ARCHIE NEILSON S.A. Band, Orchestra 
A . Electrician 
f .S. Drop dead Archie! 
A. Own on electrical repair shop 
f .S. Shut up Manias! 
f. Replacing burnt out light bulbs f. Hoping 
P.P. Blondes and Brunettes in General P.P. Gabby Women 
Key: S.A.-Speciol Activity; A.-Ambition; F.S.- fovourite Saying; F.-future; P.P.-Pet Peeve. 
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TECHNICAL GRADUATES 
T4A T4A 
Nome: JOHN ORESKOVICH Nome: MELVIN OXFORD 
S.A. Gym Team, Football S.A. Bond 
A. High rating Electrician A. C.N.R. Engineer 
F.S. Where Yoh Goingl F.S. 
F. Superintendent F. Shovelling cool 
P.P. Staying in for Mr. Bennett P.P. Ken walking me home 
Name: ROBERT REABURN Nome, JAMES SAVAGE 
S.A. Detentions S.A. Bond, Football, Tennis, Track 
A. Blow a square smoke ring A. Electrical Engineer 
F.S. You jerk, Tellord F.S. let's not and soy we did 
F. None F. Still shocking people 
P.P. Cheese hotter> ~ P.P. Economic lessons!!!! • 
Nome: HOWARD SULLIVAN 
S.A. Closs reperesentotive for Vocational 
United 
A. Electronics Engineer 
F.S. Oh, Why not? 
F. Peanut crocker in a peanut factory 
P.P. J.H. 
~ Nome: EDWARD TELLERD S.A. A. Pro. Bowler F.S. Raeburn the cheese eater 
F. Sub water boy for Stroh 's Bowling teom 
P.P. Women on Third floor 
Nome: MIKE TUROK Nome: MURRAY WALKER 
S.A. Not mentionable S.A. Football, Basketball, Track 
A. Making money A. To pou in Moth 
F.S. Geell What a kid F.S. Are you o Yo Yo? 
F. Big wheel F. Baby sitting with R.S. 
P.P. Souped up Model "A's · P.P. Dumb women 
Name: RAY CHIN 
S.A. Signals 
A. Electrical Engineer 
F.S. Why sir? 
F. What I am doing now 
P.P. Tricksters 
Key: S.A.-Speciol Activity; A.-Ambition ; F.S.-Fovourite Saying; F.-Future; P.P.-Pet Peeve. 
j 
Page Eighteen 
TECHNICAL 
T48 
Name: IAN DAVIDSON 
F.S. Yehl How's Yer Ma? 
A. No Ambition 
Desc. Terrific Personality! 
F. No Ambition 
P.P. Blonde Hoir, Block Roots 
Nome: JOHN DYKE 
F.S. 
A. 
Desc. 
F. 
P.P. 
Name, 
F.S. 
A. 
Desc. : 
F. 
P.P. 
Name: 
F.S. 
A. 
Desc., 
F. 
P.P. 
Name, 
F.S. 
A. 
Desc. , 
F. 
P.P. 
Name: 
F.S. 
A. 
Desc. : 
F. 
P.P. 
Whal goes up and doesn ' t come down? 
Test Pilot in a broom factory 
Bluebeard 
Catching up on homework 
Gelling up Monday morning 
DON PENNEY 
Whal say " Punchy"? 
Basketball Championship 
Whal do you think? 
Marry a dentist ' s daughter 
" Basketball Referees " 
JACK STOBBS 
I just hove lo slop smoking 
Own a motel in Miami 
Rudolph Valentino 
Very poor fortune teller 
Ain ' t got none 
HARRY BATTAGELLO 
Don ' t tell your Daddy 
Own a winery 
Short and fat-weighing 200 
Big Business 
Frank (Gaiety) Stevenson 
KENNETH BROOK 
Hal Ha! I told you so 
To become a bird ( Leo) 
Alan Lodd 
Mayor of Tecumseh 
Shut up, you Tecumseh Indian 
lbs. 
(Miller) 
Name: WALTER ROBACK 
F.S. 
A. 
Desc. 
F. 
P.P. 
Hey Paunchl 
Go hunting 
Wally Hergesheimer 
Trying to be a wood butcher 
Brook's laziness 
el 
• • J 
I 
" THE TOWERS " 1952-1953 
GRADUATES 
T48 
Nome: JOHN DRAZIC 
F.S. Where's De Bottle? 
A. Designing Empire Stole Building 
Oesc. : Look Up and See 
F. Ra ising Little Elevator Boys 
P.P. Trying lo get a few marks in Literature 
Name: JACK MILLER 
F.S. Are you fur real? 
A. To design o second Empire Stole 
Building 
Desc. : Tall, dark ond sexy 
F. Married to Joyce 
P.P. Mr. Adsell 
Name: JACK POWERS 
F.S. That ' s cool, man 
A. A genuine coolie 
Desc., Real cool 
F. Kingston Cooler 
P.P. Imitation coolies 
Nome: ROBERT WELSH 
F.S. Drop Dead! 
A. Getting my JOc off Davidson 
Desc., Unprintable 
F. Being a l i fet ime ba(helor 
P.P. Women 
Name: RICHARD BOLTON 
F.S. Don't be silly 
Desc. : Medium, foir ond all there 
A. To be able to tolk to women 
F. A botanist 
P.P. Wo~en 
Nome: RUSSEL CLINANSMITH 
F.S. I 'm warning yo 
Desc. : Censored by Ed. 
F. Catching Sparrows for Battagello ' s din-
ner 
A. Bird hunter 
P.P. Hey chink ( Rizzi) 
.-
Nome: M IKE STACH 
F.S. 
A. 
Oesc. 
F. 
P.P. 
Hey Sam, go pick up my fender 
Three wives 
Elegant but expendable 
Hermit 
Blowing Rods 
Key: F.S.-Favourile Saying; A.-Ambition; Desc.-Description; F.-fulure; P.P . ...:...Pel Peeve. 
"THE TOWERS" 1952-1953 
TECHNICAL 
T4B 
Name: JOHN ZAJACZ 
F.S. Git autta here 
A. Own a farm 
Desc. Shari and fat 
F. farmer 
P.P. Poncho ( Rini) 
Nome: JOHN CAVE ( JACK) 
f .S. Whafs the matter with my ford? 
A. Dabbing with paint 
Desc.: Rod -a-long sideburns 
f. Still dabbing 
P.P. Sloppy artists 
Nome: JOHN CARR ( JACK) 
F.S. Ain't got it done, Percy 
A. Play for the Detroit lions 
Desc. : Muscle bound 
F. Horn tooter 
P.P. Wallen 's stories 
Nome: IVAN EIKRE 
F.S. She's more my type 
A. Automotive Engineer 
Desc. : Tall and musclebound? 
f. Grease monkey 
P.P. Women drivers 
Nome: FRANK STEVENSON 
F.S. How I love the third floor 
A. Get married 
Desc. : Toll, light, ready and willing 
f. Married, five kids 
P.P. Short women 
Name: DELIO RIZZI 
F.S. Eddie Bay---bee 
A. Tiger right fielder 
Desc. Charles At- less 
f. Three little bombinos 
P.P. Fronk " Daisy" Stevenson 
Nome: VINCE KOGUT 
f.S. Must be jelly because jam don ' t shake 
like that 
A. Own world's fastest hot -rod 
Desc. : The curly-headed troupador 
P.P. Bleached blondes 
Page Nineteen 
GRADUATES 
T4B 
Name: LAWRENCE BROPHY 
F.S. Grease it up, frank 
A. Making my own money 
Desc.: Small ond hard 
f. Horn tooter 
P.P. f rank "Ponsey" Stevenson 
Nome: JOHN OLIVER 
F.S. Knock offl 
A. Walt Disney II 
Desc. : Small but mighty 
f. Uncle Joe's portrait painter 
P.P. Math teachers 
Name: JOHN DUNGY 
F.S. There is no such thing as a north wind 
that is just the south wind coming home 
A. Detective in o blanket factory working 
under cover 
Desc. : Here in body 
f. Guard ot Jackson 
P.P. School 
Name: JAMES GATTO (JIM) 
f .S. I don ' t core 
A. To own a garage 
Desc. : Dynamite 
F. Still looking for down payment 
P.P. Bleached blondes 
Nome : TONY TRUANT 
F.S. Want five in the eye? 
A. Own o night club 
Desc. : Hord 
f. Penthouse on 5th avenue 
P.P. Bleached blondes 
Nome: FRED KIRST 
F.S. Why can't I hove the cor, Rudy? 
A. Pilot 
Oesc. : Toll, dark and handsome? 
F. Pi le it here and there 
P.P. Blondes 
Key: F.S.-Fovourite Saying; A.-Ambition; Desc.-Description; F.-Future; P.P.-Pet Peeve. 
I 
~ 
Page Twenty 
CLASS 
Can You Imagine in C4A 
" Itch" shoving on\! not slicking his fool in business rockets 
Bob and Don not arguing. 
Jim not flirting with "Virg". 
Purdue nol blushing. 
Mo not beating up the girls. 
Fred and Mike not bringing their jalopy to school. 
Ponic not speoki ng to his wife, Velma. 
Bill Chubon not asking questions. 
Thomas doing Literature . 
Vargo 's finger not in the air while writing. 
Hazel not smiling. 
Hillman not eating candy. 
Leslie not having girls after him. 
Ed. Gut not playing basketball. 
Petrie cheating. 
lee not being husky. 
Pete not looking debonair. 
Fortoi, speaking oul of turn, 
Alex getting low marks. 
Ross not playing hockey. 
-Mory Trentin, C4A. 
C4A's DREAM MAN AND DREAM GIRL 
legs .. 
Figure 
Clothes . 
Humour . 
Eyes . 
Smile 
Persona lity 
Sports . 
Intelligence 
Voice . 
Shovlders 
Hair 
Eyes 
Physique 
Smile 
Clothes 
Personal i ty 
Humour 
Sports 
Intelligence 
Dream Girl 
Velma Korosy 
Bette Stalmoch 
Mory Trentin 
Elena Dorio 
Pot Decaire 
Iris Bobiuk 
Nellie Weiko 
Vera Turus 
Angelo Marinelli 
. Virginia Andrews 
Eldo Gavo 
-Statistics compiled from a recent survey con. 
ducted by Don Boldossi and Bob Wilkins. 
Dream Man 
Mike Pidruchny 
Les McKnight 
Don Bo ldossi 
Edward Hazel 
Ross Graham 
Victor Ponic 
Fred Philchuk 
Norm Vargo 
Mike Saffron 
-This is lhe result of o careful assessment 
mode by the female segment of C4A. 
" THE TOWERS " 1952-1953 
NEWS 
What You Will Never See in (48 
Morgoret Bell giving o wrong answer. 
Dot Lone never o dancer. 
Clora Clinonsmith getting low marks. 
Phyllis Meslonko not making smart remarks. 
Sylvia Chose not chasing U.S. Morin es. 
Nora Pineo not telling of one of her dreams. 
Marlene Potterson being unpleasant. 
Mory Zojocz not looking pleasant. 
Rose Morie Rushmere not being o joker. 
Jeon Tofflemire playing poker. 
Marilyn Miskin not worrying about her marks. 
Beryl Russell not speaking like o lor~. 
Mory lstvon being bold. 
Stello Pocholok in Record Keeping not being told. 
Mory Szokonyi cutting her hoir. 
Doreen Schisler sitting in her right choir. 
Lucille Schmidt not passing out gum. 
Camillo Greguol looking glum. 
Beth Purton not being quiet. 
Shirley Peterson not being on a diet. 
Olga Dmytrow curling her hair. 
Nancy Sterl ing without her for-away store. 
Eleonor McCarthy having her books in on time. 
Jennie Gallo, stepping on the 2/ 3 line. 
Dorothy Steininger not eating chips. 
Morie Cuku not worrying about her hips. 
Doreen DeSollier not being funny. 
Pot Robinson not being o honey. 
Angeline llnicki not flirting with a m usicion. 
Emily Huho not having o sweet disposition. 
Shirley little not being tall. 
Ledo St. Antoine not being o doll. 
Dolores Robil lard not thinking of Art . 
And now we hove all said our little port. 
C4B's Dream Girl 
-MC:SP:PM: 
legs 
Shape .. 
Lips 
Eyes 
Smile 
Hair 
Teeth . 
Voice 
Nose 
Personality 
Clothes 
Doreen Schisler 
Jeon Tofflemire 
.. Pot Robinson 
Morie Cuku 
Shirley Peterson 
Olga Dmytrow 
Beth Purton 
Marlene Paterson 
Shirley Little 
Mary Zojocz ond Margaret Bell 
Ledo St. Antoine 
... 
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Joon Allen 
Therese Barsona .. 
Marion Bruce 
Doreen Clarke 
Giovino Fermani . 
Norma Fogel 
Christina Fraser 
Joan Garant. 
Rosalind Gates 
Shirley Gill 
Joan Godfrey 
Nancy Goodwin 
Jeanne Horsburgh . 
Anne Howard 
Sorbera Hudson 
Jean Kaner 
Ada Knapper 
Pal lescombe 
Rosemarie Miller 
Jean Mirsky 
Audrey Newman 
Anja Ristaniemi 
Nancy Sheehan 
Donna Shiells 
Ted LUCI!! 
Joe Malyk 
Elio Marcon 
Robert Osborne 
Jack Palmer 
B1u~o Po1isollo 
Vince Sobocan 
Ed. SI. Antoine 
Derry Webster 
Mel Draper 
CLASS 
Closs News-( Special 
She'll never walk alone 
" Pele says this; Pele says that" 
Has a frequent visitor from Hamilton 
Wants to be on 11Art"ist 
Our joyous bundle of brains 
. Hos her eye on o furniture store 
" He's not so cute, but he 's nice 
The ballerina who plays basketball 
. The Nova Scotia girl with an English accent 
One of our " ringed " monkeys 
A swimmer without a pool 
Has the British Columbia blues 
Keeps the Air force occupied 
The loss with a secretive smile 
Always late for class 
The Black-Eyed Susan 
Shines her diamond daily 
Always in a rush 
Doesn ' t intend la job-hunt 
Likes parties at the Elmwoad 
Will never ogain try to fly in a car 
" I hope Bernie remembers ta call " 
. Has a special lunch•hour pastime 
Spends her spore time at Frawley's 
Purely academic 
A nice Joe with a popular car 
Hockey's his middle name 
likes girls with a military beorino 
The man without a girl 
Not os shy os he looks 
A K O player wilh o dreamy greon sweater 
Most mannerly lad in the class 
lody 's man, so he soys 
His life is cloaked in mystery 
-Pol lescombe. 
T4A-Girls 
All our teachers ask us, 
Just why we come to school; 
To dream owhile-to scheme awhile 
Then turn around and fool. 
You never, never concentrate, 
They tell us every day; 
You 're here in classes bodily 
Bui mentally far away. 
But really, fellow students 
Do you think they understand? 
It's just a student', nature 
To room in a pleosonter land. 
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Could You Imagine irn T 4A-Boys 
Haismon-without a date, 
lenor-being wide awoke; 
Aldea-nol carrying the oltendance sheet, 
Bronget-doing his drafting neat; 
Harper-with hair nice and curly, 
Pel la-gelling home early; 
Chulumovich-going to a formal, 
Fekete-acting normal; 
Mykel-not going steody, 
Parent-not playing hockey; 
Knight-not beating his drum, 
Rigney-going back to London; 
And Oxford getting things done, 
McCarthy-paying attention, 
Gryce--gelt ing a detention; 
Irving-when playing soccer olwoys alert, 
Warren-never standing first; 
Oreskovich-not being o gymnast, 
Sullivan-trying to stond last; 
Caza-with his homework done, 
Reaburn-not having a little fun; 
Walker-not being a football stor, 
Turok-not having o car; 
Savage-taking sewing, 
Tellerd-nol bowling; 
Beemer-getting high marks in Adselt ' s, 
Mania~-not thinking of cadets; 
Condick-wilhoul a percent of 72, 
Neilson-with something lo do, 
And Roy Chin, well he' s new. 
( Chernick, he ' s Vocalionol's president) 
And Frimer, well ? 
-By JOHN FRIMER, T4A. 
T4A's Dream Girl 
Heod M. Ross 
Shoulders G. Rokos 
Woist J. Gray 
Hips M. Szekely 
Knees J. Chulumovich 
Ankles s. Rudell 
Feel J. Jeaop 
-By MARI A SZEKELY. 
Mr. Wallen: ts we walked outdoors on o cold winter's morning 
and look about us on every hond what do we see? 
M. Ross: G loves, sir. 
Moma: let' s buy Junior a bicycle. 
Papa: Do you think ii will improve his behaviour. 
Moma: No, but it spreads his meanness over a wider area. 
Zippers will never toke the place of buttons. You con ' t put 
zippers on the collection plate. 
Poge Twe nty-Two 
CLASS NEWS 
T4B 
Th e bell rings ih worning- onother doy hos begun , 
Patiently we wait for the entrance of Davidso n. 
We then oi l deport for learning ond lore, 
And to cotch up on sleep missed the night before! 
With Shakespeare the subiect, Adsett tries in vain, 
To dus t a few cobwebs off Stobbs ' cloudy brain. 
In Math, our attention is called ta the board; 
By questions from Bennett we oil are floored. 
Welsh and Brooks offer suggestions so bright: 
You 're wrong, kids, so you con stay in to -night. 
In Chemistry, Dyke busily putters around 
Constructing bombs to lower the school to the g round. 
Drazic ond Penny are very deep in a daze 
Thinking of all the schools ' new basketball plays . 
Afternoon to our major shops we depart; 
The six woodchoppers tear houses a part. 
In Auto, seven coveral ls tea r into space 
looking for a wrench someone misplaced. 
In drafting, the boys a new house d o dra w, 
While Kirst dreamily lights his torch with a straw. 
In She elmelol, the boys make a lot of tin ca ns, 
\\'hile our e xcellent artists a ma sterpiece p lan . 
Our class is quite large but we have lots of fun 
And this is a good time to thank everyone. 
We' ve come o long way with mishaps very few 
And we all hope to graduate in the doss '52 . 
- JACK & JACK. 
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CLASS C3A 
First Row-6orboro McDermond, Noreen Block, 
Block, Mory Metevia, Lorraine Eve, Rose 
Cervenok, Bertha Kaniewski, Joyce Ondejko. 
Second Row-Joyce Beren, Yvonne Rocheleau , 
Margaret lstvon, Doris Earle, Dino Coluui, 
Reitho Corder, Bernice Holl, Annette Gou-
thier, Pot Affleck. 
Third Row- Phyllis Stroesser, Irene Thomas , 
Nellie Monchulenko, Gloria Tozzmon, Ann 
Briggs, Emily Ostopovitch , Irene McMillan. 
Fourth Row-Jo-Ann Grondin, Theresa Ellwood, 
Josie Choloupko, Vero Antal, Ruthann Storr, 
Dolores Clarke, Euleen Girard. 
CLASS C3B 
First Row-Katherine McIntosh, Betty-Lou Inglis, 
Barbaro McDonald, Miss Coughl in , Cassie 
Nowosiels ki, Betty Stasik, Willa Seymour, 
Lidia DiGiacobbe. 
Second Row-Audrey Johnson, Beverly Pray, 
Barbare Taylor, Marlene Ewosyki, Gloria 
Johnson, Shirley Reybroek, Gail Moreau. 
Third Row-Joan Wigle, Pot Jeuop, Ann Lyons, 
Ann MocCharles, Lois Coulson, Helen Pele-
nik, Mary Horvath, Rosemary Allan. 
Fourth Row-lily Jeon Horris, Oline Evans, 
Valerie leCloir, Lorna Marchment, Carolyn 
Ducklo"', Dolores Broadbent, Janet Mail-
loux, Cecile Oemarchuk. 
CLASS C3C 
First Row-Elizabeth Torok, Shirley McCluskey, 
Beverly Berrimon, Sylvia Steluriac, Josie 
Bacon, Shirley Eaves, Audrey Hewlett, Syl -
via Thorburn, Barbaro McKeon. 
Second Row-Moe Bleasby, Annie Kodlubisky, 
Helen Fioret, Elizabeth Spoiola, Ruth Tusto -
nowski, Norma Browning, Lillian Smith, 
Jonelle Major, Joyce France. 
Third Row~.G. Rau, G. Bookes, J. Nunn, Jenny 
Lewis, Donna Snively, M. Ternonvon, D. 
Aver, R. Ursu, B. Bachalo, J. Burke. 
Fourth Row-D. Summerlond, D. 
Bertram, B. Hildenbronde, 
Costeo, D. Brown, J. Vlosic. 
Fathers, C. 
E. Smith, D. 
.. 
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CLASS C2A 
First Row-Dorothy Wright, Patsy Oono, Betty 
Swinhoe, Connie Cooke, Miss Gertrude 
Green, June Cierpisz, Pat Wilson, Helen 
Neubauer. 
Second Row-Annette Shearon, Mory Hryhor-
chuk, Ruth Dowdell, Ingeborg John, Thirzo 
Dix, Gloria Scurk, Pot Bocholo, Lorraine 
Cornut, Pot McNeil, Rita Coloutti. 
Third Row-Valerie Dereniowsky, Phyllis Role-
liuk, Barbaro Sorrell, Nancy Carnegie, Carol 
Bishop, Pal Taylor, Eva Sebestyen, Mary 
Bolyo, Caroline Pitrus. 
Fourth Row-Olga Gazo, Gladys Popiel, Betty 
Marcocchio, Wonda Chodolo, Helen Halas, 
El1ie Padovan, Lillian Mortin. 
CLASS C2B 
First Row- Jacqueline Forrer, Lillian Woclow, 
Shirley Matthews, Mavis Wollison, Eleonor 
Oman, Joan Urban, Helen Susko, Marilyn 
Gallagher. 
Second Row-Elaine Radu, Carole Gallagher, 
Genevieve Klodnicki, Rose Dudas, Marion 
Oorroch, June Til lson, Marjorie McKinnon, 
Coral Farrell. 
Third Row-Frances McKinnon, Anne Vlosic, 
Shirley Browning, Barbaro Collis, Catherine 
Young, Carol Greaves, Jeanette Cojocor, 
Pot Mockew. 
Fourth Row-Sondra Rosen, Olga Drogicevich, 
Shirley White, Stello Sylko, Rosemary 
Deocey, Pot Pope, Jeon Baird, Goy Cham• 
berloin. 
CLASS C2C 
First Row-Gail Reeves, Theresa Mailhiot, Ilene 
Lamarsh , Barbaro little, Mory Ann Hunt, 
Betty Pattison. 
Second Row-Ruby Tiller, Sarah Ursu, Dorothy 
Kearns, Elizabeth Tait, Victoria Scibor, Ma-
rilyn Cobbett. 
Third Row-Matilda Feld, Doreen Sauve, Diano 
Muchesno, June Antoshchuk, Nancy Stod-
dart, Beverly Dunne, Janice Harvey, Louise 
DeVittori. 
Fourth Row-Irene Stodnicky, Kathy Gillis, Betty 
Brown, Margaret Atkin, Margaret Emery, 
Jone Oliver, Doris Irving, Jo-Anne Wilson. 
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CLASS C2D 
First Row-Jahn Dittrich, Peter Varga, George 
Hallett, Mr. P. l. McManus, Henry Golab, 
Gary Awad, Marvin Dupuis. 
Second Row-Robert Soucie, Edward Kondruk, 
Jome1 Smith, Melville McCartney, Larry 
Smith, Gerold Stchyrbo, Michael Kaschak, 
Jomes Cobbin, Colvin Girard. 
Third Row- Jock Tellerd, Ken McArthur, Gerold 
Abbey, lorry Mogg, Leroy Phillips, Clifford 
Kidd, Ron Poquette, Gerold Moore, Gerald 
Burrows, Joseph Lesperance. 
CLASS C2E 
First Row- Pot Hewitt, Earlene McCollum, Shirley 
Pitts, Miss McManus, Gloria Jones., Erma 
Sovron, Ruby Moore, Yvonne Houle. 
Second Row-Georgina Avrom, Evelyn Olteon, 
Gloria Durocher, Glodys Cookson, Evelyn 
Yokymovich, Joan English, Eleanor Dupuis. 
Third Row-Jone Mogdon, Barbaro Bulmer, Jeon 
Hicks, Ann Bolyo, Helen Birou, Pat Orr, 
Beverley loforel, Simone Meilleur. 
Fourth Row- Bernice Bennett, Pot Gowne, Bar. 
boro Key, Marilyn Trepanier, Pat Morrison, 
Elsie Bidinost, Gladys Cheeseman, Jo-Anne 
Boutet. 
CLASS C2F 
First Row-Elizabeth Milne, Lillian Oleksik, Janet 
Cope, Gloria Monaghan, Froncu Nix, 
Marion White, Georgina Goodfellow, Gail 
He bert. 
Second Row-Frances Ivon, Carol Mayvill e, Jane 
Anne Prest, Evelyn Screpnek, Lillian Gale, 
Elsie Dutton, Na ncy Deloplonte. 
Thi rd Row--,-Cotherine Kokeny, Loretto Cardinal, 
Marion Miller, Barbaro Moore, Groce 
Montague. 
Fourth Row-William Whitesell, Wo lter Thom, 
Fronk Szyszkowski, Peter Connell. 
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CLASS CIA 
First Row-Marilyn Warren, Pot Getty. Joan Hill, 
Jeon Muchesno, Elaine Oliver, Shirley 
Holisek, Dianne Lefler, Adele Varga. 
Second Row-Hape Bashid, Gertrude Landon, 
Jeanette Carnut, Eileen Stasik, Carolyn Ma-
riager, Pauline Bayka, Betty Campbell , 
Evelyn Mank, Helen Orazic, Madilyn Percy, 
Margaret Sterl. 
Third Row-Gail Morgan, Donna Newman, 
Donna Poisson, Irene Kladnicky, Emily 
Maxymowich, Morie Tofflemire, Rose Levko, 
Pamela Stevens, Joan Sawyer, Carol Glover. 
Fourth Row- Maybelle Taurand, Mildred Lane, 
Helen Panchyshak, Maureen Wil,o~, Roxy 
Killingbeck , Barbara Arquette, Phyllis 
Rickeard. 
CLASS ClB 
First Row-Patricio Dunn, Gloria Gibson, Helen 
frimer, Jeanette Tvrski, Marianne Keenan , 
Mary Anne McVittie, Beverly Bondy, Kath -
leen Pedler, Georgina Donisie. 
Second Row-Agnes Manthe, Jeanette Marshall, 
Elizabeth Read, Mary Atkins, Janeane Arm-
strong, Agatha Lennan, Betty Gendreau, 
Carol Kalebaba, Aletta Cooper. 
Third Row-Patricio Dakin, Patricia Beneteou, 
Frances Willmott, Beverly Gerrard, Jean 
Robinson, Barbaro Deehon, Patricia Mulor-
chyk, Arlene Koopman. 
Fourth Row-Constance Wittke, Ida Pupulin, 
Connie Johnson, Barbara Gifford, Doreen 
Eikre, Shirley Hebert. 
CLASS CIC 
First Row-Darlene Williams, Jean Christie, 
Carol Awad, Marilyn Lobzun, Shirley Belle-
perche, Rosalie Gravelle, Daris Brackley, 
June Boismier. 
Second Row-Nancy Buchanan, Shirley Ford, 
Joan Turner, Helen Vladiko, Barbaro Den-
nis, Brenda Sztepanov, Ann Picha, Elizabeth 
McCormick, Beverly Labreque. 
Third Row-Gail Pohlman, Fay McEochen, De-
onna Cunningham, Carol Morcuzzi, Helen 
Kozak, Marilee Turne r, Margaret Neilson, 
Joyce Janosik, Helen Towle. 
Fourth Row-Marie McConnell, Pirja R'aiha, Bev-
erly Winters, Marilee Loveridge, Betty 
Brush, Danna Keith, Frances Ou puis, Bar-
bara Sorrow. 
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CLASS Cl D 
First Row-H. Dinsmore, M. Semoncik, R. Vijuk, 
G. MacKenzie, G. Harris, D. Gogain, D. 
Belleperche, P. Caffey, D. Hebert. 
Second Row- N. LeClair, H. Quinn, G. Trottier, 
G. Ferris, J. Muzzun, R. Rawlings , 0. Martin, 
M. Jubenville. 
Third Row-F. Timashenko, N. Halawecky, J. 
Dorion, R. Vicican, P. Guenther, K. Hulbert, 
T. Couvillion, G. Rutt, D. Lapointe, J. 
Spriggs. 
Fourth Row-G. Pheby, J. Cosford, D. Bull, G. 
Hattan, J. Grundy. 
CLASS Cl E 
First Row-Edna Madill, Josephine Le·.,is, Rase 
Majsok, Roma Battagello, Mory Bateson, 
Lillian Stone, Lucy Carlesso, Georgina 
Sonkoff, Phyllis Doe. 
Second Row-Ruth Ann Girard, Sandra Mac• 
Dougall, Doreen (oleby, Mary Muzzin, 
Betty Loiselle, Gloria Sarrell, Irene Lau• 
rioult, Mory Lau Monaghan. 
Third Row-Barbaro Rochon, Doreen Spring, 
Theresa Noklie, Sheila Ingalls, Rose Spir-
off, Irene Bodyk, Carol Szekely. 
Fourth Row-Virginia Fartois, Helen Powluchyk, 
Pot Murtoh, Joan Cornwall, Theresa Mot -
evia Pot Snively. 
CLASS Cl F 
First Row-Gladys Roberts, Elaine Mereshko, 
Geraldine Bechard, Beverly Masino, Miss 
Lafontaine, Beverly Carver, Agnes Franco, 
Barbara Marchand, Pot Greene. 
Second Row-Yvonne Oriet, Joan Robinson, 
Shirley Ladouceur, Madelene Cadorion, 
Ruth Charron, Heather Boughner, Marlene 
Wagon, Doreen Marlow, Christina McNeil, 
Mary Bercik. 
Third Row-Violet Hebert, Mary Ann llnicki, 
lourettl, Renaud, Lillian Theoret, Alice 
Armstrong, Ruth Tremblay, Margaret Gaetz, 
Alice Girard. 
Fourth Row-Caroline Chevalier, Doreen Maison· 
ville, Yvonne Bandy, Lorraine Belleperche, 
Marlene Belleperche, Georgina lewis, Solly 
Romberg. 
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CLASS ClT 
First Row-Sally Young, Joan Wokefield, Valerie 
Gale, Mary Bartkiw, Sheila Havkins, 0. 
Bath. 
Second Row-Marilyn Page, lily lewshun, Joan 
Collins, Lydia lewshun, Frances McCawlcy, 
Marily Hirst, Margaret Dean, Mary Craik. 
CLASS T3A 
First Row-Loretto Harrison, June Swan, Marilyn 
Fraser, Henrietta Jahn, Barbaro Beemer, 
Ruth Rawe, Morilyn Morsholl, Goil Brimner. 
Second Row-Al Hoffman, Don Armstrong, Rob-
ert Spring, Don Skinner, Gary Huggard, 
Robert Winch, Leonard Edwards. 
Third Row-Geoffrey Jensen, Leonard Regnier, 
Joe Kotyk, Fred Phipps, Emil Harnadek, 
Kieth Jones, John Lambie. 
CLASS T3B 
First Row-Richard Kcrcliuk, John Kocak, Wil-
liam Child, John Vorobcl, Joe Szpak, Jim 
Wotcrs, Dorryl Demars. 
Second Row-Steve Gyurindak, 
Charles Anderson, Gordon 
Bondy, Francis Cousineau, 
George Aldco. 
Ken Dease , 
Graham, Leo 
John Curtis, 
Th:rd Row-ltalo Dominotto, Edward Bulmer, 
Go,don McIntosh, Don Trudel, Garry 
Cooper, Albert Patrick, Jerry Wynnyk. 
Fourth Row-Eugene lysay, Williom Appleyord, 
Jim Hoffman, Mark Kalbol, Peter Ropac, 
William Grundy, Miro Martinello. 
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CLASS T3C 
First Raw-Richard Babac, Larry Hague, Silviu 
Viaren, Jahn Skoczen, Bill Gillis, Douglas 
Chilson, Thomos Rounding, 
Second Row-Edward Mulawka, Robert Balint, 
Robert McPhedran, Raymond Norris, Gerald 
Lefave, Ray Rull, Gerald Walker, William 
Darbisan, Kenneth Munro. 
Third Row-Pat O'Brien, Berl Pepper, Reinhard 
Palnau, Robert Trottier, James Lee, Colin 
Shipley, John Osborne, George Passa, 
Maynard Hurst. 
Fourth Row-Victar Trunn, Stanley Ponic, Bari 
Tucker, Donald Payne, William Lefler, 
Douglas Arbaur, Gardan Little, Bill Smith. 
CLASS T3D 
First Row-Mike Dmytrow, Bob Tibor, Bob Aikin, 
Al Cornwall, Mr. Cole, Ed Gagnier, Jack 
Atkin, Lawrence Letwin, Gory Hillman. 
Second Row-Robert Lassoline, George Cunning-
ham, John Bobaljik, Raymond Gray, Gerald 
Durocher, Ernest Beneteou, Ron Erwin, Gary 
Snively, Frank Bechard. 
Third Row-Alfred Winkup, Barrie Walkron, Bab 
Thoms, Danald Hancock, Michael Masana-
vich, Bill Mardell, Al Tiller, Michael Franko, 
Gary Caaper, Bab Lefebvre. 
Faurth Raw-John Danko, Edward Drouillard, 
Steve Hubert, John Hreno, John Lane, Alvin 
Morentette, Sandy Wilson, Richard Poisson, 
Peter St. Antoine, Gardan Shortridge, Mike 
Mardell, Jahn Gordan. 
CLASS T2A 
First Row-Jean Wegrzyn, Dorothy Hibbert, Paul 
Petryshyn, Sandra McDermid, Belly Robinel, 
Carolyne Geraw, Richard Sauchereau, Dar-
lene Hague, Lillian Morgan. 
Second Row-William Caak, Mike Szeryk, Rager 
Deschamps, Margaret Swatman, Jo Tora-
sian, Virginia Ambedion, Pot Patterson, 
Mina Riley, Morley Rounding, James Mc-
Nornora. 
Third Row-Alfred Laforet, M. Damphousse, 
John ~=don, Carl Ouellette, Edward Bais-
mier, Nick Spaiala, Luc Masse, Robert 
Costerson, John Waterman. 
Fourth Row-Narman Zamczyk, Harald 
Don Simko, John Pahomey, Sil 
Ernie Viczen, James Woodrich, 
Ternovan, George Mayne. 
Maore, 
Prosser, 
George 
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CLASS T2B 
First Raw-J. Proulx, K. Barnard, F. Glaude, G. 
Cecile, A. Mostelletto, J. Grondin, R. 
Soulliere. 
Second Row- M. Mihalik, D. Robert, R. Rowland , 
T. Solovy, M. Wilson, R. St. Aubin, W. 
Bazin, R. Sabalick, J. Taylar. 
Third Row-S. McCluskey, R. Ogilvie, G. Milne, 
G. Cockbrain, G. Pageau, L. Tome, W. 
Nagy, L. Ol iver, D. Fox , J. Milbourne. 
Fourth Row-L. Vandelinder, G. Duracher, C. 
Taggart, P. Oleynik, R. Skinner, A. Watts , 
J. Kotel ins ki, M. Topliffe, B. Dauncey. 
CLASS T2C 
First Row-E. Gombeto, C. Cecile, M. Dogenois, 
E. Rymar, F. Gouin, R. Harriso n, D. Hillman. 
Second Row-l. Wright, G. Howath, R. Hupka, 
J. Peach, H. Pizurie, D. Keith. 
Third Row-E. Hrywkiw, M. Bishop, V. Finnegan, 
T. Jelenek, J. Geitner, J. Toth. 
Fourth Row-E. Russell, D. Kennedy, W. Jahns, 
K. Menear, K. Watton, G. Fedak, D. Mc· 
Cabe. 
CLASS T2D 
First Row-J . Ferry, P. Drouillard, M. Pare, T. 
Leduc, R, Perry, J, Mecher, G. Moue. 
Second Row-G. Jenkins, N. Stach, K. Plumtan , 
C. Gendreau, R. Parker, W. Chuby, M. 
Klepacki, J. White. 
Third Row- B. Caza, G. Lesperance, F. Tiller, N. 
Beaudoin, R. Martin, M. Lusk, J . Gault, S. 
Renaud. 
Fourth Row-K. Serdawich, J . Shaw, G. Willsie, 
G. Evoy, R. Webster, D. Kereliuk. 
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CLASS T2E 
First Row-J. Clorke, F. Lee, W. Doster, E. 
Abraham, S. Stork, R. Montague, A. 
Seoudry , M. Madeau. 
Second Row-J. Greenway, N. Beemer, 0. Hodg-
kin, W . Krokana, J. Wheeler, l. Decaire, P. 
McEwon, C. Girard, H. Rumft. 
Third Row-M. Hudec, A. Strople, L. Mercer, T. 
Machacek, R. Wilson, D. Kennedy, K. Dix, 
K. Ives, G . Rice. 
Fourth Row-G. Adorns, E. Demars, B. White-
house, G. Richmond, D. Roy, R. Robinson. 
CLASS T2F 
First Row-A. Marshall, F. Miller, S. Quick, G. 
Whigham, R. Oliver, D. Turner, L. Koso-
kowsky, D. Gladyz. 
Second Row-G. Hutton, L. Jones, D. Philpott, 
D. Huho, J. Kaschak, J. Popp, J. Swinton, 
P. Eostrr:on, A. Owen. 
Third Row-P. Pettiford, N. Laframboise, R. 
lever, 0 . Hess, G. Thomas, D. Steward. 
Fourth Row-W. Atkin, D. Palmer, A. Spaulding, 
G. Mo,corin, R. Holliday, L. Wollison , J. 
Gleason. 
CLASS TIA 
First Row-A. Powluchyk, R. Colman, M. Stom-
coff, R. Frioro, G. Wakayama, R. Fortier, 
M. Mortin, J. Leopold, G. Allen. 
Second Row-F. Grimaldi, L. Turner, P. Lawson, 
G. Bruce, G. l'ovon, W. Temkow, T. Thi-
beault, J. Danison, D. Newman. 
Third Row-L. Wilson, J. Pocuto, J. Gammon, A. 
HorovenKo, D. Fox, D. Greaves, R. Kissou, 
E. Stammler, N. Naumis. 
Fourth Row- M. Lawton, J. Potterson, T. LOVlery, 
G. Cunningham, J. Colquhoun, G. Mollo, 
M . Honov, W. Neneor, W. Scott. 
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CLASS T1 B 
First Row-G. Clouthier, I. Mason, W . Pidgeon, 
B. Shepherd, L. Bray, R. Clapper, R. Camp-
bell. 
Second Row-J. Robinson, D. Thompson, H. 
Price, B. Parish, S. Shusl, J. Meloche, L. 
Gaalbe, F. Pundsack. 
Third Row-R. Gauthier, G. SI. Onge, N. 
Mathieson, K. Archer, R. Slubbinglon, J. 
Carlyon. 
Fourth Row-C. Groulx, 8. Duval, B. Harvie, A. 
Gaydos, W. Morgan, T. Hickson, L. Mensc h. 
CLASS TlC 
First Row-A. Lafromboise, R. King, Wm. Loa 
framboise, H. Rolh, T. McGuffin, R. Nelson, 
N. Scallon, W. Bristow. 
Second Row-M. Buchanan, f. Lee., G. lee , K. 
Crooks, J. Azlen, W. Laframboise, Wm. 
Robinson, E. Beaudry, R. Reeves. 
Third low-E. Boumgorlner, D. Buchanon, P. 
Quimby, J . Latouf, G. Cicchini, A. Posquon-
tonio. 
Fourth Row-G. Mclead, C. Garneau, J. Hotson, 
R. lefoive, M. Seman, G. Swegles, R. Mc-
Millan. 
CLASS T1 D 
Firsl Row-J. Boshuro, C. McCondless, R. Pyne, 
M. Hyslop, R. Brook, D. Kelly, E. Ropac. 
Second Row-G. Churchill, F. Moore, N. Marion, 
R. Pohlman, D. lewis, D. Fairchild, G. 
Dorbison , B. Skrzypo, M. Myslowchuk, E. 
Shyduke. 
Third Row-R. Prestyko, P. Suwinski, J. Pegg, R. 
Hodo re, L. Hewitt, L. Bjorkman, J. Newby , 
H. Patterson, l. Wilson. 
Fourth Row-E. Zytynski, D. Newby, G. Conn, A. 
Cockburn, A. Johnson, E. Cornell, J. Moren• 
telle, L. Montague. 
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CLASS T1 E 
First Row-W. Hanson 1 A. Cecile1 N. Ulion, D. 
Gault, 8. Parsons, V. Meredith, J. Phillip, 
Wm. Morvay. 
Second Row-J . Ott, W. Danek, F. Charette, l. 
Meyrick, D. Donaldson, F. Gutt, T. Zappia, 
J. Groulx, J. Moroz. 
Third Row-R. Morand, P. Bogucki, J. Westfall, 
D. Wortley, E. Hall, T. Szarn, 8 . Elsbrie, R. 
Patterson, R. Shepley. 
Fourth Row-J. Barris, R. Vincent, Wm. Smith, T. 
Moore, 0 . Dzis, Wm. Moore, G. Brown, L. 
Martel. 
CLASS Tl F 
First Row-R. Reid , G. Bond, M. Ferencik, R. 
Trudell, W. Hurosh, D. Brady, D. Begley, 
K. Bain. 
Second Row-Wm. Viau, E. Crawford, R. Feder-
wick, S. Kalas, E. Jakowjshin, J. Danison, 
J . Magdan, R. Bendick. 
Third Row- T. Mullins, R. Tofflemire, V. Kruher, 
R. Tool, Wm. Wightman, K. McCormack, l. 
Mortin. 
Fourth Row-M. Orr, P. Ryan , J. Ewart, S. Vet-
torello , J. Milner, A. Radovich, F. Peach. 
CLASS TlG 
First Row- D. Mason, l. Kalbol, E. Szakanyi, R. 
Oglan, P. Robinet, T. Dunlap, R. Shyduke. 
Second Row- R. Hall, D. Dominato, R. Keresz-
tyen, D. Stanley, l. Roy, H. McConnell, R. 
Amlin, G. Bristow, Wm. Swann, D. Magda. 
Third Row-C. Bartlett, R. Robinson, G. Peretti, 
C. Vasso1, l. Thompson, R. Stolmoch, M. 
Windibdnk, G. Reh, R. Lesperance. 
Fourth Row- R. Madore, A. Jackson, R. Boycott, 
R. Chunn, R. Peltier, E. Hamilton, N. Rivord. 
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CLASS TlH 
First Row-Robert Polls, Bud Turner, Francis 
Mallen, Leon Szpak, Bruce Bland, Gerald 
Fick, Alfred Desrosiers, Gary Rutt. 
Second Row-Wilmer Laur, Gerold Ondrocka, 
Horry Lussier, Frank Gloss, Donald Ber• 
geron, Joseph Lecnard, Jack Porter. 
Third Row-Dalton Edwards, Alfred Bocchini, 
Robert Gallant, Jahn Copland, William 
Wright, Robert Vegh, Peter lokun. 
Fourth Row - Richard McCann, Jack Cross, 
Joseph Gieswein, Robert Robinson, Malloy 
Zahara, Edward Kerley, Donald Krueger. 
CLASS T1 J 
First Row-Douglas Carley, Donald Whited, 
Ronald Scott, Mr. 0. Mil ls, Harold Hollin. 
sky, Arthur McIntyre, Kee Lee. 
Second Row-Frank Ha rshaw, James Kankula, 
Louie Hong, Scott Purdy, Jomes Gibson, 
Bil l Sy lvester, Robert Doan. 
Third Row- Robert Wood, Jack Patrick, Andrew 
Pol kos nik, Larry Cald well, Llo y d Pettitt, 
Leland Brazeau. 
Fourth Row-Do nald Ellwood , W a lter Stelling, 
Del be rt Knigh t, Da vid Patterso n, Jerry 
Cheshire, Teddy Green, Do nald Grujich. 
Hydro-Water 
TWO 
IN A 
ESSENTIAL SERVICES 
GROWING COMMUNITY 
Furnished by 
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THE WINDSOR UTILITIES COMMISSION 
WILLIAM ANDERSON 
Chairman 
GORDON H. FULLER 
MAYOR A. J . REAUME 
J. CLARK KEITH 
General Manager 
WARREN P. BOLTON 
Vice-Chairman 
MALCOLM J. BRIAN 
S. H. GILLETT 
Secretary-Treasurer 
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Ire ne T. 
Emily 0 . 
G lo ria T. 
Dolores C. 
Dor is E. 
Bernice H. 
Annelle G . 
Irene M . 
Theresa E. 
Vera A. 
Phyliss S . .. 
Mary M. 
Jo -Ann G. 
Ruthann S. 
Josie C. 
Pat A . . 
Euleen G. 
Joyce 0 . .. 
Noreen B. 
Barbaro M. 
Joyce B. 
Margaret I. 
Dina C. .. 
Reitha C. 
Bertha K. 
Lorraine ... 
Betty I. 
Rase C . .. 
Ann B. 
N el l ie M. 
Yvonne R. 
C LA SS 
C3A in 1963 
Mrs. H. Banks 
water bay far Rough Riders 
a,king M.P. la class parties 
still sitting in l.P. with H.M. 
Mrs. Jill Damien 
still working in stockroom 
Mrs. l. Renelle 
still thinking of that bay dawn the street 
raising little Italian, 
woiting to graduate 
raising little R.O. 
Mrs. B. Anger 
still thinking of Steve 
sitting in l.P. with R.C. 
married to employer w ith 2 children 
owns a horse ranch 
hoping Ted isn ' t married yet 
dancing on Sunday morning 
Mrs. B.H. raising l ittle El,ie "s 
married to o drummer 
... counting her conquests 
. residing in Sornio 
.. still look ing 
lost or found 
Ohl Henry 
her head is still in clouds over Johnny 
studying cook books 
spending all her time at church 
ra ising little Marines 
still eating everyone's lunch; weight ??? 
sti l l going w i th the same crowd 
- ANN BRIGGS 
-BETTY IRWIN 
Class C38 
In the clan of C3B, 
Where Miss Coughlin is the ban, 
Where Joan and Beverly, 
And, says Shirley, " What a lass" . 
Where Dolores B. and Belly I. 
Hove finally caught their beou,, 
And prompt Mary Horvath 
Is always on her toes. 
Then lhere' i Annie lyoni 
Who hos that pepsodent smile, 
Willa, Cassie, Gail arnd Shirley 
Who do work all the while. 
There ' s Carolyn, known as " Ducky" , 
And Kathy who goes with Bill ; 
Pat who hos an eye on Les, 
And lil ly Jean with goad-w i ll. 
Comical Gloria Johnson 
Forever talking al Lou, 
When Marlene steps up 
And says, " What' s wll,al and who 's who." 
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Next in line is Lorna 
W ith funny jokes golore, 
Whi le Bev Pray and th e two Borbaras 
Tr y to learn more and more . 
Barbaro K. and Ann Ma cCharles 
The two blondes in the class , 
A long wi th Valerie and Lidia, 
A re g ir ls that a re sure to pass. 
Where's Rosemary and Cecile? 
Oh, they' re ,trolling down the hall, 
On the way they see pert Helen, 
And Oline who is tall. 
Audrey, Lois, Janel and Betty 
Here too, and you can see 
That they and all th e other g irls 
Join to make C3B. 
Lillian Smith. 
Donna Snively 
Ruth Tustonowski 
Elizabeth Torok . 
Helen Fiore! .. 
El izabeth Spoiala . 
Norma Browning 
M ay Bleasby .. 
Dorothy Doolittle 
Jenny lee l ew is 
Sh irley McCluskey 
Shirley Eaves . 
Annie Kad i ubisky . 
-SHI RLEY REYBROEK. 
C3C of 1963 
The jo ke's on yau 
Raising l ittle O'N eill, 
Editor of True Love 
Wait ing for soldier bo y to come home 
Eatnig pizza p ie 
. Stil l chewing away a n Romanian Cabbage Ralls 
Ad hun ter 
Oh, these Frenchmen! 
Sor. f ly ot !he Hi Ho 
Chief quiz kid in room 301 
Dorathy Dix to G. Rau 
Going steady with Audrey 
Wrestling with W illie F. 
Josephine Bacon . Injecting serum into D. Castea w i th straight pins 
Beverly Berriman . 
Aud rey Hew lett . . 
Sylvi na Thorburn 
Barbaro McKeon .. 
Joyce Fronce 
Jeanelle M.ajar . 
Sylvia Stefuriac 
Don Brown 
Bill Bachalo 
Carl Bertram . 
Jahn Nunn 
Borden Hildenbrande 
Earl Smith . . 
Mickey Turnovon .. 
Don Costea 
Darryll Aver 
Jahn Vlasic 
George Rau 
Doug Summerland 
Doug Fathers . 
Gordon Baakes . 
Jack Bur ke 
Romon Urs.u 
Trying ta raise little Parents 
Another speech on Juvenile Delinquency 
Hi-jacking C. Miranda shoes 
Married to midget w r estler 
Driving o ju~k wogon 
Still searching the sea, far her sailor bay 
Na longer Stefuriac 
Making time with Miss M cKay 
.... God's gift to women 
Best man at Hildenbrande 's wedding 
Making whaapie 
' ' I'm not g etting married." 
Using Dr. George Rau 's growing pills 
Holdog monoger o l Dominion 
.. . Paying alimony 
1 0 round match with Mr. Wallen 
. Head waiter at Stark Club 
Man-a-War in Kentuck y Derby 
Slick bay far Spits 
Lowe's Professor al Zoology 
Typing 35 words o mi nute 
. . Head usher at the Empire 
Proprietor o f the Sugar Bawl 
-B. McKEON and J. BURKE, C3C. 
\ 
I 
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Nicknames for Cl C 
Joan Turner 
Deanna Cunningham 
Marilee Turner 
Helen Towle 
Mory Zakoor 
Carole Marcuzzie 
Joan Caruhel 
Barbaro Borrow 
Barbaro Dennis . 
Elizabeth McCormick 
Morie McConnell 
Pirjo Rohoi 
Shirley Ford 
Beverly Labreque 
Mari lee Loveridge 
Carol Hertz 
Joyce Janosik 
Brenda Sjtopanov 
Murna Osborn 
Helen Kozak 
Margaret Neilson 
Cookie 
Ricky 
Lulu 
Bubbles 
Glomourous 
Coody Bug ( Shorty 
Dagmar 
Professor 
Saleh 
Li:z.a 
Dee Dee 
. . Brainy 
Butlons 
Dusty 
Toots 
Frenchie 
Sugar 
Pinky 
Onie 
Gorgeous 
Joker 
-CAROLE MARCUZZI 
The Class of C 1 D 
On any morning, five after nine, 
You'll find our class all out of line; 
This class you might hove known to be, 
The wonderful class of Cl D. 
Mike Semancik 
John Muzzin .. . 
Bob Vidicon 
Fred Tymoshenko 
Ben Cooper 
Jim Dorion 
Denni, Bull . 
Neil McKnight 
John Sprigg, 
Mike McKenzie 
John Paquette 
Paul and Mel 
Personals of Cl D 
Junior basketbal l ,tor 
The boy with the gorgeous 
Muscle Mon of Cl D 
Commissar of lower Slobovio 
Chicago Black Hawks' most ardent Ion 
. Gentlemen prefer blondes 
The great lover 
Always smiling 
Getting into trouble i, his mollo 
Always gelling in a clan o minule before the bell 
Always sleeping in class 
Never talking 
Cl D is proud to hove with us this year one of the top prospects in 
the Detroit Red Wings form system, Lorry Hillman. Lorry is from 
Kirkland Lake, and is one of the youngest players i n the Juni~ 
0. H. A. 
-FRED TYMOSHENKO 
- BEN COOPER 
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What W ould It Be Like in Cl E If: 
Mary Bateson wasn't in the game 
And Sheila didn't do the some? 
If Romo didn't act the clown 
And Pot Murtagh didn't hove a boy around? 
If Helen didn ' t hove Joan os a chum 
And both were seen without their gum? 
If Ethel Theoret stood up straight 
And Doreen C. hod no dote? 
If we hod no typist like Phyllis Doe 
And Teresa M. didn 't hove a beau? 
If Lucy C. wasn't shy, 
Then Anita didn't whistle ot all the boys going by? 
If Potrida Shelson didn't stay away from school for days 
And Gloria didn't hove her cute woys? 
If Teresa N . didn't like her men, 
And Mory doesn ' t ploy with her dog again? 
If Edna didn't hove a brain, 
Her pony-tail would never be the ,a me. 
-E. MADILL AND P. MURTAGH, Cl E. 
Can You Imagine in Cl F-
Doreen M . and Red not behaving in Mr. Ad,ett ' , doss? 
Ruth T. being toll? 
Beverly M. not being smart? 
Carol Ch. not eating in Mr. Levine's class? 
Marlene B. not putting on mokeup? 
Lorraine B. not smiling? 
Yvonne 8. not dragging her feet? 
Margaret G. going out with a boy? 
Violet H. ta lking in school? 
Gladys R. without wearing glasses? 
Madeline C. and Shirley T. not teasing anyone? 
Yvonne 0. and Ruth Ch. being late? 
Heather 8. not playing sports? 
Mory 8. fed up with boys? 
Geraldine B. ond Eloin M. being good friends? 
M9rion lllnicki not having curls? 
Doreen Moisonville not talking to boys? 
Beverly C. having short hair? 
Al ice G. not being neat? 
Lillian and Lorette not saying " sh " in Mr. Fraser's room? 
Alice A. not being able to type? 
Barbaro M . not behaving in Mr. Duracher', room? 
Sally R. not helping Mr. Fraser? 
Marlene Wogan not hoving a nice complexion? 
Pat Green not wearing tight skirts? 
Georginio l. being oble to type? 
Joan R. not being o Twin? 
Agnes T. not being quick? 
Shirley Labreque not being French? 
-PAT GREEN 
-MARLENE WOGAN 
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CLASS 
T3A Wouldn't Be T3A If: 
Barbaro Beemer didn 't talk about a certain party at Graceland 
College. 
Henrietta Jahn·, favourite colour wasn 't navy blue, and she wasn't 
attracted to the sea. 
Marilyn Marshall didn't wear her hair in a pony tail, and didn ' t 
get excited when the Oshawa Generals came to town. 
Ruth Rowe hadn 't sudden ly become attracted to the Windsor Spit-
fire Hockey Team. It couldn ' t be No. 2 could it? 
Marilyn Fraser wosn 't particularly interested in a Patterson Col-
legiate boy. 
Loretta Harrison ever missed a Spitfire Hockey Game. We wonder 
why, eh, R.G.? 
June Swan didn ' t wont to get L. R. on a s low boat to Chino ( so 
she could push him off). 
Gail Brimmer didn 'I blush every time we mentioned o certain party 
in the Cadet Corps . 
- RUTH ROWE. 
T38 Sports Roundup 
T3B hos a good record in sports this year. In interfarm soccer, 
basketball and hockey, the T3B teams made the finals in each sport, 
losing to the winner by very narrow margins. Two of T3B class, Louis 
Tome and Armand Mostelletto play on the school hockey team. 
T3B is proud of its " sportsmen" and intends to uphold the standards 
of good sportsmen bolh in school and elsewhere. 
Dreams of T3C 
Arbour-Owning Windsor Ambulance. 
Balinl-Esquire Photographer. 
Boles-Standing First. 
Chilson-Another Paul Bunyan. 
-MURRAY TOPLIFFE. 
Darbison-Soop Advertiser for Ivory 99-100 % Pure. 
Gillis-Mr. Walton 's Pet. 
Lefler-.Mprried to ? Hmm. 
Lee-,fil)stein of 1962. 
McPh1~ron-Monager of the Kent Theatre. 
Munro-Flying Kiddiecors, 31 0 Squadron. 
O 'Brien-Mr. Adsett's garbage man. 
Osborne-Hopeless Orchestra. 
Payne-Fat man in a circus. 
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Rounding-Selling Chev 's . 
Shipley-Writing a book " My Adventures With Women. " 
Trunn-Police Chie f. 
Tucker-" Mr. Shrier's teacher. " 
8oboc-Owning the Hi Ho. 
Horper-Alwoys on time. 
Hogue-Ohl Cathy. 
Hurst-Owning Sob-lo. 
Lefave-A Machinist? 
little-Mr. Storr's pencil boy. 
Mulowko-Wholing. 
Norris-Tech's soccer coach. 
Posso-It ain't fair, Mr. Baird. 
Polnau-Who Knows. 
Ponic-lt's a gyp-no beer. 
Rutt-I am stuck. 
Skoczen-Paper Dolls . 
Smith-Cowboy's Rodea. 
Trottier-Child Physician. 
Pepper-Mr. Bennett's Pel. 
Vioren-Chief Water in Pocket. 
Walker-Elsie, the Borden Caw. 
Mr. Baird-Don't soy I didn ' t warn you. 
By- JOHN (OZZIE) 
COLIN ( CHARLEY) 
BILL (WILLY WUMP-WUMP) 
Let's Imagine, T2A 
Bill and Paul without their bikes, 
Our Literature brain being Mike. 
Corl Ouellette willing to try it. 
Harald Moore being quiet. 
George Mayne never on a team. 
Frank Greenwood right on the beam. 
Alfred Laforet refusi ng a date, 
Edward Boismier never being late. 
Roger Deschamps giving a speech, 
Richard Souchereau making us screech. 
Don Simko without a song. 
James Woodrich our class clbwn. 
Bill Prosser quitting school, 
Jahn Waterman with a great big drool. 
Norman Zamczyk with a violin, 
Luc Moue acting Errol Flynn. 
Nick Spaiola learning his history, 
John London a great big mystery. 
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Can You lmogine in C2A? 
Dorothy Wright not making eyes 
At all available fellows and guys; 
Olga without her sugar sweet smile, 
Barbara without her expression at guile; 
Rita Coloutti without her Mounties, 
All C2A without such bounties. 
CLASS 
Of variations of geniuses with all sorts of characters 
Who surprise all their teachers and peters and meters 
With such mischievous tricks and pranks 
That make almost e veryone think they ore cranks. 
Why, this is the class that's supposed to be brainy! 
Who would hove thought they'd act so zony. 
-GLADYS POPIEL, C2A. 
C2A and the Teachers 
Mr. Cook of course makes us laugh and swoon 
And we like Miss Connerty, when she 's out of the room 
Miss McMonus reminds us to curve our fingers 
Miss Coughlin says that we're terrible thinkers 
Miss Green informs us we 're quite o team 
But Mr. Jenning, says we do our Moth in a dream 
Whenever we're noi,y and ,haul in the halls 
We ' re sure to be lectured by dear MiS5 Foll, 
We're the only girl class taught by Mr. Mills 
We lease him so much he began taking pills 
MiS5 Gignac and Miss Laymon don 'I ,ay much of the gong 
Bui I know we'll get over with a great big bong. 
-MARY BAL YO, C2A. 
Favourite Sayings of C2A 
Belly Morocchio-Whot',o Motter? 
Helen Halos-Holy cowl 
El,ie Podovon-Quit Picking on me. 
Caroline Pitru,-Will you go or no? 
Eva Sebe,tyn-Oh, Moe. 
Pot Oono-Holy Hanagan. 
Mory Bolyo-Go tell the Morine,. 
Thirzo Dix-Put a nickel in it. 
-MARY BALYO, C2A. 
Can You Imagine in C2B? 
Olga D. without o dote, 
Eleonor 0. not being late. 
Mavis W. ,hart and fat, 
Carol F. playing with a cot. 
Jacquline F. not wonting Cliff, 
France s M. wonting a kiss. 
NEWS 
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Ann V. without nice posture, 
Pat G. without clothes that cast her. 
Jean B. tal! and thin, 
Pot P. looking grim. 
Winnie B. sharp and keen , 
Barbaro L. looking mean. 
Rose D. not living in town, 
Marion D. not falling dawn. 
Rosemary D. not being a flirt, 
Shirley B. playing basketball in a skirt. 
June T. without her toni, 
Miss McKay riding a pony. 
Elaine R. pole and white, 
Stello S. not looking for a fight. 
Con you imagine?? 
-SHIRLEY BROWNING 
-PAT GREEN 
What Would C2C Do If? 
Jeon Ducharme ,uddenly grew loll 
And Mory Ann got very ,moll. 
Betty Jeon didn 'I soy ,omelhing willy 
And Molly hadn't written thi, dilly. 
Janice wouldn't ,ing now and then 
And Louise DeVittori did not attract men. 
June Antoschuk didn't hove her "Eddie" 
And Soro Ur,u wo, going ,teody. 
Cathie was real toll and thin 
And Doreen hod a double chin. 
Margaret Atkin refu,ed to ,peak 
And Jone wo, very humble and meek. 
Belly Pattison hod a homely face 
And Nancy Stoddart wore pink and lace. 
Ruby Tiller cul her hair 
And Irene didn 't do her ,hare. 
Bev didn't repre,ent our class 
And Gail become a quiet loss. 
Barb. Cherry wa,n 't full of joy 
And Dori, hated every boy. 
Donna came no more to school 
And Marg lived up to every rule. 
Mari lyn·, manner got very ,tern 
And lllene did not her shorthand learn . 
There,o began in moth to foll 
And Barb. Little ,tarted a brawl. 
Dorothy recited from "Edger Allen Poe" 
And Belly Toil her Geography did know. 
Mory Lou and Jeon Sego didn't pass notes to and fro, 
Jo-An n mode a lot of noi,e, 
And Dione began to ploy with toys. 
If Mr. Cook did't teach C2C, lhi, dilly wouldn't be here for you to ,ee. 
-MATILDA FELD 
-MARGARET ATKIN 
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C LASS 
-C2D-
This year it was again pouible to form o commercial second form 
doss for boys only. Mr. McMonus wos appointed our Home-room 
teacher. 
C2D has had its share of " brilliant young men" and seems to be 
heading for o good year. Our class president is Gary Awad. 
C2D is following the precedent set by former C2D classes. This 
year we won the inter-form volleyball championship and were runners-
up for interform baske tball honours . Larry Mogg and Mel McCartney 
ore our basketball stars , while Peter Varga and Ed Lotouf stand out in 
football. We might say too, that C2D is selling a hard pace for the 
other second forms in mathematics and we hope to keep a good record 
ond be a credit to our school. 
-So we peer into the future 
Dreaming of what we are to be 
And of what we might accomplish 
We, the class of C2D 
-GERALD ABBEY 
Can You Imagine in C2E? 
Miss McManus-dreoming of C2E as C3B of '53. 
Georgina Avrom-going steady. 
Ann Bolyo-nol talking to boys. 
Be rnice Benne tt-passing in shorthand. 
Elsie Bidinosl-staying home for a week without a dote. 
Helen Birau-without Terry. 
Jo-Ann Boute l-<hampion sewer. 
Barbara Bulmer-without her long hair. 
Gladys Cheeseman-<till looking for a boy and his car. 
Dione Cookson-without Evelyn. 
Eleanor Dupuis-not blushing. 
Gloria Durocher-giving you the answer to a question. 
Joan English-standing first in bookkeeping. 
Mary Ann Gainer-concert soloist. 
Pot Gawne-not saying " jolly jolly" ond " mark ii up". 
Pat Hewitt-not chewing gum. 
Jean Hicks-escaping from you know who . 
Yvonne Houle-dreaming al being 6 ft. 5 in. 
Gloria Jones-not talking o boy an the first floor. 
Barbaro Key-owning Eaton 's store. 
Beverly Loforet-not going steady. 
Jone Magden-debiting without crediting. 
Earlene McCollum-nol at the Sunshine an Sunday. 
Simone Meilleur-without o sweater on. 
Ruby Moore-getting I 00 in shorthand. 
Pat Morrison-without her laugh. 
Evelyn Olteon- doing he r shorthand homework. 
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Por Orr-without Helen . 
Muriel Smith- still writing to the navy. 
Erma Soyram-denying a rumour. 
Marilyn Trepanier- managing A.K.O. basketball. 
Evelyn Yakymovich-still Yak -ing . 
SMILE 
EYES 
LEGS 
FIGURE 
PERSONALITY 
POPULARITY 
HAIR 
SPORTS 
TEETH 
Favourite Sayings of Cl A 
Hope Rashid-There 's Johnny 
Lorraine Gillis-I soy there, old girll 
Morie Tofflemire-Oh, I could kill him I 
Carol Mariagar-Oh beans! 
Georgina Hay-little one ! 
Pauline Boyko-Someday 
Elaine O liver-MMM-8oy 
Jean Muchesna-Hi Clem 
Maureen Wilson-Moma, buy me one of those 
Dione Sefler-MMM-you "re o nice boy 
Pam Stevens-Don' t kill it Dod, it ' s real. 
Joan Sawyer-Isn ' t he a gink? 
Gail Morgon-What is ii? 
Emily Maxymourich-lsn't that o humdinger! 
Moybel Tourond-Oh, buttons! 
Betty Campbell- MM-I'd li ke to belt you, Rosel. 
Shirley Holisek-1 like it, I like it. 
Phillis Richard-Oh, I just saw Doug ( sigh) 
Donna Poisson-Put the accent. 
Donna Newmon-Have you seen Dick lately? 
Marilyn Warren-So what? 
-BETTY CAMPBELL 
ClA Dream Girl 
·" 
. Hope Rashid 
Marilyn Warren 
Jeon Muchesno 
Betty Campbell 
Irene Klodnicki 
Evelyn Monk 
Pat Ge tty 
. .. .. Helen Drosnik 
Gertrude London 
- BETTY CAMPBELL 
---- 1952 - 53 ----
SPORTS 
• 
BOYS and GIRLS 
I -
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FOOTBALL 
First Row: ( Left to right): D. Rizz i, M. Mortinello, N. Vargo, L. Wilson ( water boy). 
Second Row: B. Thoms, B. Cunningham, H. Golob, G. Ternovan, 8 . Hyryok, L. Monios, F. Stevenson, A. Hoffman. 
Third Row: J. Gleeson, 8. W elsh, F. Philchuk, 8. Botton, J. Hoffman, J. Page, J. Oreskovitch. 
Fourth Row: H. Battogello, K. Clinansmith, F. Peach, R. Ursu, B. Jakawyshyn. 
Fifth Row: J. Murray ( coach). G. Rigney, J. Karr, M. Walker, E. Lypsay, J. Savage, J . Veitch, G. Rau, D. Brawn, B. Caster. 
son, M. Prymack, 8. Sabolic, G. Mayne, E. Duracher ( trainer). 
FOOTBALL 
The Rough Riders l ived up to their name during the 
1952 W. S. S. A. footbal l season and for the first time 
in seven years, the team mode the ployoffs. Our team 
was voted the most improved team in 1952, which won 
us the white football. Under the guidance of Mr. Gene 
Durocher and Mr. John Murray the team took to the field 
in each game intending to win, and, despite reverses, 
our team never lost their spirit. 
Our well balanced backfield, mode up of Jim Veitch, 
Murray Walker, Romon Ursu, Russel Clinonsmith, M. 
Mortinello, H. Botogello and Eugene Lysoy could hold 
their own against any team in the city. Our line, con-
sisting of Norm Varga, Fred Philchuck, Morris Prymack, 
George Mayne, Al. Hoffman, Glen Rigney, and Fronk 
Stevenson, played o big part in most of our games, es-
pecially the p layoff game against Potterson in which 
our team was a constant threat throughout the whole 
game. Their determined spirit in this game won our team 
the admiration of the whole city. 
-ALEX HOFFMAN. 
COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
WESTOVER DRUGS 
1341. Ottawa St . P hone 3-8828 
WINDSOR, ONT. 
COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
BEAVER LUMBER CO. 
2324 WALKER RD. PHONE 4-9271 
The 
STANDARD STONE 
Company Limit~d 
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Morley Rounding never away, 
Jahn Bland always chewing hay. 
Ernie Vicien going steady, 
George Ternovan who is already. 
Maurice Damphause with his black curly locks, 
Complete with Mike Szeryk with hi, flo,hy socks. 
John Pahomey growing tall, 
Fred Tosczok out in the hall. 
Jomes McNamoro our man full of sun, 
And our favourite leacher being Mr. Nelson. 
-BOB CASTERSON. 
Favourite Sayings of T2A 
Favourite Sayings 1963 
Virginia-Wouldn 't that rot your socks? . Graduating from T2A 
Pat-More fun than singing learning to whistle 
Darlene-Ronnie, Ronnie, Ill Still talking about Ronnie 
Margaret-You got o good joke? . 
Lynne-Seen any bays? .. 
Dorothy-Electricians I I I .. 
Jo-look al these fine lines 
Sondra-Bean's All 
Lillian-Pardon me while frown .. 
Mino-Where is Mikey?. 
Betty-What the heck?. 
Jean-Got something important to tell you 
Another Kate Smith 
Still looking 
Raising little electricians 
Finer lines 
? ? ? 
. Still frowning 
Still looking 
.. Never can tell 
Mrs. ? ? ? 
-MARGARET SWATMAN. 
Could You Imagine in T20? 
Paul Drouillard-fighting. 
Jim Ferry-being dumb. 
Matthew Klepacki-not looking at girls. 
Thomas Leduc-half-awake. 
Jim Me:hcr-folling down on air vent. 
Richard Parker-having some fun. 
Ronald Perry-homework not done. 
Fred Til ler-with a dote. 
Ross Webster-with 64 % . 
Nelson Beaudoin-not fighting. 
Bernard Caza-mouth closed. 
Bill Chuby-olmast smart. 
Grant Evoy-skinny. 
NEWS 
Charles Gendreau-with a black eye. 
David Kereliuk-being a miser. 
Page Forty-One 
Gerald Gault-scoring a goal in hockey. 
Maynard Lusk-not beefing. 
Ronald Martin-not in the Penalty bax. 
Gary Masse-small, but gelling fat. 
Mark Pare-with one eye open. 
Jim Shaw-being smart. 
Fred Williams-working. 
George Jenkins-not chewing toothpicks. 
Stan Renaud-Siberian salt mines. 
Karl Serdowick-with a wove. 
Nick Stack-not being lazy. 
Cumming Burton-at school. 
Gory Triolet- withaut a date. 
John White-finished tappets in Auto. 
Gerold Willsie-not in girls' corridors. 
-KEN PLUMPTON AND RON MARTIN. 
Favourite Sayings of T2E 
Eddie Abraham-let's dear aut. 
Bruce Stark-I'll beat yau, Montague. 
Don Roy-You do your homework? 
John Wheeler-Want a job? 
Orval Hodgkin-Oh, happy day . 
Jack Greenway-I had that. 
Jerry Clark-Yau're a shrimp. 
Gord Rice-Adam & Eve . 
Ron Robinson-I told you, sucker. 
Marvin Morleou-Where con I sleep? 
Bruce Whitehouse-Eh? 
Gerald Richmond-Gotta work to-night, Ed. 
Stanley Portt-You walk home, Stork? 
Mike Hudec-Nay, Nay, Pauline. 
Mike Krakana-Look at the slick chicks. 
Don Kennedy-Will you look at that! 
Bab Montague-Horse feathers. 
Pat McKeon-11', in the book. 
Neal Beemer-Sa are you. 
George Adam-Who knows? 
Bill Doster-Think you ' re big enough? 
Louie Decaire-I'm a boy-scout. 
Ken Dix-Take off! 
Ken Ives-I like that. 
Heinr Runft-let's go shooting. 
Eddie Demars-Heh, that's nice stuff. 
Adelard Beaudry-Bong, bang! 
Al len Strople-Oh na; late again! 
Larry Mercer-Eat it, huh? 
Chuck Girard-Got your homework done? 
Tony Machacek-Oh no, not again! 
Ron Wilson-I like it. 
Frank lee-'fou liar! 
-ED. ABRAHAM. 
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THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED 
BY THE 
FOLLOWING CLASSES 
C4A 
C4B 
C Special 
T3D 
C2A 
C2C 
C2F 
C1F 
Every Member of the Above Classes Contributed to This Space. 
FULL COURSES 
BRUSH UP COURSES - FINISHING COURSES 
We SPECIALIZE in 
ADVANCED BUSINESS EDUCATION 
DAY SCHOOL AND NIGHT SCHOOL 
WINDSOR 
BUSINESS COLLEGE 
R. J. SERVICE, Principal 
BANK OF MONTREAL 
BUILDING 
Entrance: 15 CHATHAM ST. E. 
Phone 3-4921 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
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FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN 
GO TO COLLEGE 
AND WIN THE QUEEN'S COMMISSION 
High school graduates may now obtain a college education and at the 
same time win the Queen's Commission in the Royal Canadian Navy, the 
Canadian Army, or the Royal Canadian Air Force, under the Regular Officer 
Training Plan. 
Students may be selected to attend Royal Military College, Royal Roads, 
College Militaire Royal de Saint-Jean or designated universities. 
Under the Regular Officer Training Plan students receive generous finan-
cial assistance from the government throughout their academic careers. 
Students who take advantage of this plan are required after graduation 
to spend the minimum of three years as commissioned officers in the service 
of their choice. 
II you are interested, write for full information to: 
The Regular Officer Training Plan Selection Board 
National Defence Headquarters, 
OTTAWA, Ontario. 
ROY AL CANADIAN NAVY 
CANADIAN ARMY 
ROY AL CANADIAN AIR FORCE 
I 
I 
i 
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FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN 
GO TO COLLEGE 
AND WIN THE QUEEN'S COMMISSION 
High school graduates may now obtain a college education and at the 
same time win the Queen's Commission in the Royal Canadian Navy, the 
Canadian Army, or the Royal Canadian Air Force, under the Regular Officer 
Training Plan. 
Students may be selected to attend Royal Military College, Royal Roads, 
College Milicaire Royal de Saine-Jean or designated universities. 
Under the Regular Officer Training Plan students receive generous finan-
cial assistance from the government throughout their academic careers. 
Students who take advantage of this plan are required after graduation 
to spend the minimum of three years as commissioned officers in the service 
of their choice. 
If you are interested, write for full information to: 
The Regular Officer Training Plan Selection Board 
National Defence Headquarters, 
OTTAWA, Ontario. 
ROY AL CANADIAN NAVY 
CANADIAN ARMY 
ROY AL CANADIAN AIR FORCE 
-
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SOCCER TEAM 
First Row: ( left lo right) Z. Vijuk, J. Wynick, B. Myers, M. Bishop, R Norris, S. Viterella, A. Watts, J. Kacak, Mr. Cowgill 
coach). 
Second Row: A. Cockburn, R'. Cozo, R. Harrison, J. Scozon, R. Irvin . 
SOCCER 
1952 marks the first time since 1945 that Lowe 
Vocational hos won the W . S. S. A. soccer championship. 
The team won four gomes by shut-outs, tied one game 
and lost one game. In the three playoff games against 
the defending champions, Wal kerville Collegiate, our 
team won two games while one game resulted in a tie. 
Our win in Windsor put us in the playoffs for the 
W. 0. S. S. A. championship at London. There we won 
our first game against London Beal Technical School 
after two periods of overtime. The final game, played 
against Sarnio was lost by o l -0 score because of a poor 
decision by the referee. Our protest on this decision hos 
been accepted and is pending decision by a board of 
referees. 
Our whole team functioned very smoothly. With such 
a good group of athletes it is difficult to choose out-
standing players, although we should mention that Roy 
Norris' play in goal was spectacular. 
All being well, Mr. Cowgill, our coach, hopes for a 
repeat performance from the team in the next campaign. 
-SANDY WILSON, 
Playing Manager. 
EVANS DRUG STORES LTD. 
900 Ottawa St. 
1021 DrouiJlard Rd. 
1000 Wyandotte E. 
Compliments of 
Phone 4-1550 
Phone S-4062 
Phone 3-4825 
PITHIE ELECTRIC CO. 
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS 
128.3 Marentette Ave. Phone S-56'18 
Choice Quality Groceries - Meats 
FREE DELIVERY 
2999 TECUMSEH RD. E. at ALEXIS 
PHONE 5-6,5S I 
TEN O' S TO GG ER Y 
Complete Line of Exclusive 
FURNISHINGS AND SHOES 
1326 Wyandotte St. E. Windsor, Ont. 
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COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
DOMINION TWIST DRILL 
LIMITED 
COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
SOMERVILLE LTD . 
Compliments of 
WINDSOR RETAIL FLORISTS 
ASSOCIATION 
Compliments of 
LOCAL 200 U.A.W.-C.1.0 . 
32-40 Wyandotte St. E. 
Windso1·, Ontario 
SECURITY AND ABUNDANCE 
FOR 1953 
Page forty-Seven 
Compliments of 
INTERNATIONAL 
PLAYING CARD CO. LIMITED 
Compliments 
of 
STEEL MASTER TOOL CO. LTD. 
3-8588 
1005 Walker Road 
Windso1· 
"BEST WISHES" 
3-5766 
DON BROWN, M.P. 
ESSEX WEST, ONTARIO 
Compliments of 
THE CANADIAN 
BANK 
OF 
COMMERCE 
Ottawa and Moy Branch 
Windsor, Ontario 
Phone 4-6484 
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HOCKEY TEAM 
Front Row: ( Left lo right): M. Saffron, A. Mastellotto, W. Parent, E. Marcon {Captain), H. Battagello, E. Lenor, R. Nelson. 
Second Row: M. Ternovan, Trainer; E. Smith, Manager; R. Martin; E. Popovich; D. Brawn; L. Tome; P. Philchuk; G. Gault; 
E. Lysoy; M. Martinel lo; J. Waterman; G . Baokes; R. Edwards, Coach. 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
ESSEX PACKERS 
LIMITED 
BUY 
FLA VOURTITE PRODUCTS 
HAMILTON - WINDSOR - MERRITTON 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
RADIOLETRIC SERVICE CO. 
711 Glengarry Ave. 
493 OUELLETTE A VE. WINDSOR, ONT. 
~~
COMPLIMENTS OF 
W. H. McLEAN Limited 
198 Chatham St. E. Windsor, Ont. 
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS 
Phone 3-5249 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
THE 
WINDSOR ARENA 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
OTTAWA PHARMACY LTD. 
PRESCRIPTION SPECIALIST 
898 Ottawa St. 
HOWITT BATTERY & ELECTRIC 
SERVICE CO. LTD. 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
MASTER CLEANERS 
1081 Ottawa Street 
--... 
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GOLF TEAM 
Left to Right: P. Drogicevich, R. Chernick, E. Popovich, M. Saffron, Mr. W. P. Augustine. 
TH E W. D. LOWE VOCATIONAL SCHOOL GOLF TEAM 
Each member of our golf team this year was a keen 
competitor in his own right. We hove seen excellent 
teams in our school, but there is nary a team that can 
be called better than our present one. 
Under the fine coaching and leadership of Mr. 
Augustine, our quintet performed what may be called a 
"grand slam," for, in four years of our participation in 
W. S. S. A. competition, we won four W. S.S. A. cham-
pior.ships. 
This ycor our team was composed of Rudy Cherniak, 
Mike Saf fron, El i Popovich, Peter Dragicevich and 
George Hollensky. The school will suffer a loss, how-
ever, upon the graduation this year of Rudy, Mike, Eli 
and Pete. These boys hove contributed greatly to the 
honour of our school and are leaving behind a fine 
record. 
In October, we entered t he W. S. S. A. High School 
golf tournament. The boys were well prepared for this 
event for previous to this long-anticipated tournament, 
we hod practiced often o:,d arduously. 
In the W. S. S. A. competit ion, our team placed first 
wi t h a team total of 320. Our nearest competitor was 
36 strokes behind. 
In our own school, competition for individua l cham-
pionships, long driving Rudy Cherniak was defeated by 
a veteran of the fairways, Mike Saffron. 
Our Junior Champion this year was Harold Hollinsky, 
a first year student. His fine score of 82 defeated al l 
other contenders. 
- Ml!<E SAFFRAN. 
Phone 5-5841 4897 Tecumseh Rd. E. 
ELITE ELECTRIC 
TELEVISION OUR SPECIALTY 
Washers - Radios - Refrigerators - Stoves 
Hardware .and Paints 
JOHN WEBB LTD. 
Diamonds, Watches, Fine Jewellery 
Imported English China 
552-556 OUELLETTE A VE. 
WINDSOR ONTARIO 
RO GIN'S 
SPORTING GOODS 
SUPPLIES FOR EVERY SPORT 
1335 Wyandotte St. E. - Windsor , Ont. 
WILLIE "Moose" ROGIN 2 - t 4 l 4 
''ROYAL'' 
WORLD'S NO. 1 TYPEWRITER 
Portable, Standard, Electric 
PREFERRED IN THE OFFICE 
BEST FOR THE STUDENT 
A. WHITLEY LIMITED 
86 CHATHAM ST. WEST 3-5231 
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SENIOR BASKETBALL TEAM 
First Row: Lelt to right: M. Mardell, A. Hollman, M. Walker, D. Penny, B. Mordell, L. Mogg. 
Second Row: Left lo right: J. Drazic, G. Mayne, D. Baldassi, V. Panic, G. Mascurin, N. Varga, R. Ursu . 
Compliments of 
P. P. McCALLUM, C.L.U. 
Branch Manager 
PRUDENTIAL OF ENGLAND 
806 Canada Trust W indsor, Ont. 
TEAHAN 
FURNITURE CO. LTD. 
119 Chatham West at Pelissier 
AIR-COOLED 
CRESCENT LANES 
1357 Ottawa Street 
STANDARD MACHINE & 
TOOL CO. LTD. 
Tools, Dies, Fixtures, Jigs, Gauges 
Plan-0-Mill, Multiple Heads, 
Drill Masters, Hole Wise and 
Special Machinery 
870 OTTAWA ST. WINDSOR, ONT. 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
WINDSOR 
TOOL & D I E CO . 
1680 Kildare Road 
COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
VANITY TH EATRE 
FRAWLE Y 
TELEVISION & RECORD BAR 
1357 OTTAWA STREET 
Phone S-1177 
WINDSOR AUTOMOTIVE 
Supply Company Limited 
649 WYANDOTTE ST. E. 
WINDSOR, ONT. 
...... 
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JUNIOR BOYS BASKETBALL TEAM 
Fir$! Row: D. Aver, H. Golob, M. Semoncik, 8. Sobolick, 8. Boyin, A. McIntyre, E. Gut. 
Second Row: Mr. J. Murray (Coach), J. Ewart, F. Gutt, 8. Stork, G. Rau, G. Cunningham, A. Gaydos, A. Radovich. 
RUBIN'S MEAT MARKET 
QUALITY MEATS AND GROCERIES 
811 ERIE ST. EAST TELEPHONE 4-31 33 
For the Latest in Records and 
Sheet Music 
See- Heintzman's Music Centre 
COR. OUELLETTE AND LONDON PHONE 3-4649 
W. S. Bondy & Sons 
QUALITY SHOES 
126 Ouellette Avenue 
Complete Garage Service 
270 ERIE ST. E. 
Bus. Phone 4-4555 
2-6258 
WINDSOR, ONT. 
~-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0I-QC;.o.i:H:H;H:H:H:H:Hl-O~ 
Is Your Future in Aviation? 
GOVERNMENT APPROVED COURSES 
Phone 2-2981 
Leavens Bros. Air Services Ltd. 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
FLOWER SHOP 
866 Erie St. E. 
Phone 2-6701 
GIRARD'S 
SEED STORES 
288 Pitt St. E. 
Phone 2-6357 
3 STORES TO SERVE YOU 
975 Drouillard Rd. 
PHONE 3-J 276 
AMBASSADOR MOTORS 
DODGE - DeSOTO 
722 Wyandotte St. E. Windsor, Ont. 
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GYM TEAM 
llottom Row: Dole Fairchild, Ed Gagnier, Al Cornwall, Wayne Worren. 
Centre: Donald Dominotto, Cooch Mr. Newmon, Berl Parsons. 
Top: lorry Bray, Nick Stach, Cal Girard, John Oreskovich. 
LOWE VOCATIONAL GYM TEAM 
Our Gym Team is one of Canada's most oustonding gymnastic 
orgoni:z:otions and is fast becoming known through the midwcstero 
United Slates. This has not come aboul by luck, but through much 
time and expense by the team's coach, Mr. Be,nard Newman. 
The Gym Team travels more than any other school leom. They 
hove often travelled to the University of Michigan and to Michigan 
State College where they hove picked up many new gymnastic move-
ments. The Gym Team hos travelled to Penn Stoic where they sow 
the greatest gymnasts in America go through their paces; that was 
the American Olympic trials. At the Athenaeum Turner's Club in 
Indianapolis our Gym Team was the back-bone of the Windsor team 
that won the Grand Team Championship. Then again al the Detroil 
Turner's Club, our Gym Team won the Junior Boys Championship. 
Al the Detroit Turner's, Al Cornwall won the, Junior all-around 
individual championship, with Wayne Warren, third. Ed Gagnier, 
although competing in the Olympic Class, tied !ho 1951 Big Ten 
champion for first place on the porollel bars. He also finished second 
on high-bar and third on trampoline. Observers at the Detroit Turner's 
told Mr. Newmon that Ed Gagnier, Al Cornwall and Wayne Warren 
ore all sure-fire prospccls for the 1 956 Olympic Gomes. 
The Gym Team is also intending to trove! t:, lonsing, Morch 7, to 
witness their fourth Big Ten Gymnastic meet ond a l so to Syracuse in 
April to see the Notional Collegiate Meet. 
Good luck, Mr. Newmon, with your future teoms and competitions! 
Compliments of 
Waffle's Electric Company 
400 ERIE ST. E. 
SALES AND SERVICE 
Appropriate Gifts for Every Occasion 
Specializing in School Pins 
3021 TECUMSEH RD. E. PHONE 
Compliments of 
Marsh Ice & Cold Storage 
"THE FROZEN FOOD CENTRE" 
2890 TECUMSEH BLVD. E. 
Compliments o( 
PEERLESS STEEL CO. 
1519 McDOUGALL ST. WINDSOR, ONT. 
,. 
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INTERFORM BASKETBALL GR. 9 
CHAMPIONS-Tl J 
Front Raw: Left to right: D. Knight, D. Whited, 
R. Scott, A. McIntyre. 
Second Row: left to right, B. Sylvester, l. Gerald, 
T. Green, J. Cheshire. 
I ~, 
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0
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INTER FORM BASKETBALL GR. l 0 
CHAMPIONS-T2A 
left to Right: M. Szeryk, E. Yiczen, R. Sauchc-
reou, H. Moore, R. Casterson. 
WINDSOR AUTOMOBILE 
DEALERS' ASSOCIATION 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
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INTERFORM SOCCER GR. 9 
CHAMPIONS-Tl B 
first Row: Left ta right: R. H. Price, L. Bray, J. 
Clouthier, W. Pigeon, S. Mensch. 
Second Row: Left ta right, J. Richmond, W. Mor-
gan (Captain), B. Parish, N. Mathe-
son, R. Stubbinglon, K. Campbell. 
INTERFORM SOCCER GR. l 0 
CHAM PIONS-T2C 
First Row: E. Rymar, C. Cecile, R. Harrison, F. 
Gouin, G. Horvath. 
Second Row: D. Kennedy, H. Berry, J. Gellener, 
D. McCabe, M- Bishop. 
DeVILBISS MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
LIMITED 
WINDSOR ONTARIO 
Compliments of 
UNION GAS COMPANY 
OF CANADA LTD. 
WINDSOR, ONT. 
--
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INTERFORM HOCKEY GR. 9 
CHAMPIONS-Tl B 
First Row: Left to right: R. Proulx, H. Price, W. 
Pidgion, L. Mensch (Captain). 
Second Row: Left to right: R. Stubbington, N. 
Matheson, 8. Parish, K. Campbell. 
INTERFORM HOCKEY GR. l 0 
CHAMPIONS-T2D 
r-irst ll<>w: left to right: K. Plumpton, J. White, 
R. Mortin, 8. Chube, C. Gendrou. 
Second Row: Left to right: D. Kereliuk, G. Evoy, 
M. Lusk, G. Gault, M. Copocky, S. 
Reno. 
The right connection ,s what counts. 
And the simple formula for 
a good banking connection 
is to open a savings account 
at 
"MY BANW 
D 
BANK OF MONTREAL 
~4'Jvut~-
Ouellette Ave. & Tuscarora St. Branch 
ARCHIBALD THOMSON, Manager 
WORK I NG WITH CANADIANS IN EVERY WALK OF LIFE SINCE 1817 
1 
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GIRLS' CHAMPION VOLLEYBALL TEAM 
Left to Right: Beth Purtan, Nellie Weika, Betty Spaiala, Vero Antal, Iris Bobiuk, Miss M. Paugnet, Shirley McCluskey, Joyce 
Jessop, Vero Turus, Jennie Golias, Pat Affleck. 
SENIOR GIRLS' VOLLEY BALL TEAM 
W.O.S.S.A. CHAMPIONS 
Our Senior Girls' Valley Boll team had on exceptionally goad ye<;>r, 
They ore now the Western Ontario champions. Our team worked 
hard ta reach the top, and they well deserved this recognition. We 
are all proud of our girl, far bringing this title back to Vocational. 
They started out by winning the first 2 games against St. Josephs 
and Wolkervillc. In their third game, however, they suffered a Ion 
against Kennedy. But thi, did not discourage them, they played the 
next game even harder and won aver Patterson by o scare of 29-22. 
The following week, Vocational and Forster had a playaff game at 
Patterson. Thi, was necessary because W. D. Lowe Vocational had 
lost one game against Kennedy and Forster had been defeated by our 
Lawe girls. In this game our girls showed plenty of goad team work 
and walked away with the W.S.S.A. title with a terrific scare of 29-6. 
This was the first time in the history of Valley Ball al Lawe Vocational 
that the girls had captured the W.S.S.A. championship. 
After winning the city championship, our senior girls went to London 
ta play far the W.O.S.S.A. Championship at the University al Western 
Ontario. Here, they had ta play the various teams in their district an 
three different valley ball courts. It was certainly a new experience 
far them. They storied out very well by beating Stratford, 34-20. 
The next team, London Beal Tech, was on easy take, 27-19. At this 
point the girls slapped for 15 minutes ta hove their lunch. Although 
they were tired and sti l l hungry, they played an. The third game was 
played against Chatham, and once again Vocational came through, 
wiping out Chatham 54- l 0. Then come the final event, the ployoffs. 
The team that Lawe faced was Landon Central. It was a close game 
al the beginning, but Landon Central came up and wan the game 
30-16. Tired and disgusted our team left the floor with the one 
thought in mind, " we last the W.O.S.S.A." But when it was discovered 
that they hod ta play two games out of three, they went back on the 
floor with renewed energy and won the other two games. Jennie 
Golias, Beth Purtan, Norma Browning and Pol Affleck played excep-
tionally well that day. The scares in the final set were: Lowe 20-
Cenlrol l 7; Lawe 19-Central 13. 
All these games were played in suc,cessian from 11 :00 o.m. ta 7:00 
p.m. They were tense and exciting with same really outstanding 
playing from our girls. Although the competition was laugh, our girls 
didn't let us down, they came through victorious. The girls, through 
the coaching of Miss Pougnet, did a wonderful jab. 
Congratulations ta Miss Paugnet and the Senior Girls ' Valley Boll 
Team. 
-NELLIE WEIKO. 
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COAL - BUILDERS' SUPPLIES 
WOOLLATT FUEL & 
SUPPLY CO. LTD. 
P hone 4-2558 2171 Ot tawa St. 
Students Receive Special Attention 
at 
VARSITY 
SPORTS CENTRE LTD. 
10 SANDWICH ST. EAST 
(Cor. Sandwich at Ouellette) 
Windsor 
"THE RIGHT EQUIPMENT FOR 
EVERY SPORT" 
-
COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
THE 
Page Fifty-Seven 
S. S. KRESGE CO . 
LTD . 
WINDSOR'S MOST 
MODERN AND UP-TO-DATE 
VARIETY STORE 
RENNIE'S MUSIC STORE 
138 LONDON STREET WEST 
Windsor, Ont. 
Complete Line of Musical Instruments 
and Accessories 
INSTRUMENTS REP AIRED 
All Work Guaranteed 
AGENTS FOR 
CONNSONATO ELECTRONIC ORGANS 
ASSUMPTION COLLEGE 
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF '53 
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JUNIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL TEAM 
Left lo Right: Margaret Sterl, Gladys Roberts, Rase Spiroff, Edna Madill, Shirley Browning ( Capt.), Ingeborg Jahn, Betty 
Patterson, Dorothy Kearns, Caroline Pitrus. 
JUNIOR GIRLS' VOLLEY BALL TEAM 
The Junior girls had quite a good season this year, tying one game 
and losing two. They started out very well winning over St. Joseph's by 
43-8. Their second game against Walkerville proved to be a little harder, 
however, but they stil I came through with a score of 19-13. In the next 
game, they left Kennedy far behind by 13 points, score 26- 13. Shirley 
Browning, the captain, played exceptionally well that game, scoring 7 
points_ The next team Lowe faced was Patterson. It was a fight-to-the-
finish game, the final score being a 20-20 tie. But our girls were not so 
fortunate in their next game against Forster; they lost by 5 points, score 
16-9. The junior girls were very close to the W.S.S.A. championship this 
year, but they didn't quite make it. We hope they have better luck in 
the coming year! 
-NELLIE WEIKO. 
TENNIS 
Gloria Rokos is our school's outstanding representative in tennis. 
For the last two years she has won the W.S.S.A. singles championship, 
and has been our entry in the annual W.O.S.S.A. tournament at London. 
Gloria continued her tennis beyond the school tournament this year 
and won the Windsor Women's singles championship, the first junior ever 
to do so. As a result of her achievement in Windsor, Gloria was entered 
in the Ontario tennis tournament at Toronto, and came third in the 
women's singles. Congratulations to Gloria. 
-NELLIE WEIKO. 
GLORIA RAKOS 
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COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
MOTOR PRODUCTS 
CORPORATION 
ATTEND THE 
CAPITOL, PALACE, EMPIRE, 
TIVOLI, PARK, CENTRE 
and KENT 
FAMOUS PLAYERS THEATRES 
IN WINDSOR 
BARTLET MACDONALD & GOW 
LIMITED 
Ouellette A venue at Sandwich Street 
"For Clothes that go to the Head of 
the Class" 
{i)~_ ,.,.J'S· 
r~~ORES 
. LIMITE:C> 
Ouellette Ave. at London St .......... ....... 4-2505 
Ouellette Ave. at Wyandotte St ........... 4-2507 
Wyandotte St. at Hall Ave ....... ..... ... .... 4-1334 
Ouellette Ave. at Shepherd St ............. 2-2272 
OuelJette Ave. at Giles Blvd ....... .. .. .. .... 3-1023 
New Branch: 
Wyandotte at Partington .............. .. ...... 4-4666 
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Capitol 
Oil Burners 
Winkler 
COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
Arthur J. 
REAUME 
MAYOR 
BRYANT 
PATTERN & 
MFG . CO. LTD. 
Bin Feed 
Stokers 
Hopper 
Wood 
and Metal 
Patterns 
Tools - Dies 
Alum. & Brass 
Castings 
For Better Education 
it's 
W. D. LOWE VOCATIONAL SCHOOL 
For Better Furniture and Appliances 
it's 
TEPPERMAN'S 
1214 Ottawa St. Phone 4-6418 
QUALITY MATERIALS AT MODERATE PRICES 
• BUILDING TILE • ROOFING 
• CEMENT • INSULATION 
• DRAIN TILE 9 FIRE BRICK 
• PLASTER • SAND and GRAVEL 
CINDER and CONCRETE BLOCK 
CINDER and GRADE A FACE BRICK 
We are able to serve you better as we carry the most 
complete line of Builder Supply needs in the city for 
immediate delivery. Call us for your needs be they 
large or small. Estimates freely given. 
Cross Supplies & Paving Limited 
1271 WINDSOR AVENUE PHONE 4-1166 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
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GIRLS' BASKETBALL TEAM 
First Row: Nellie Weika, Beth Purton, Iris Babiuk, 
Jennie Golias, Jean Kaner, Pat Affleck, 
Vera Antal. 
Second Row: Vera Turus, Margaret Sterl, Dorathy 
Steininger, Helen Drozic, Rosemary Allen, 
Marilyn Trepanier, Evelyn Mank, Gladys 
Roberts, Beverly Dunne. 
Third Row: Coach Miss Paugnet. 
Personnel man: 0 Your application says you 
left your lost jab because of illness. What was 
the nature of the ailment?" 
Applicant, "Well, the boss just got sick of 
the way I was doing things." 
Q. Why did the moron tiptoe past the medi-
cine cabinet? 
A. He didn't wont to wake up the sleeping 
pills. 
Girls' Basketball Team-First Line 
Jennie Gollos, Vero Turus, Jeon Kaner, Miss 
Pougnet, Iris Babiul<, Nellie Weiko, Beth Purlon. 
Customer: .. Waiter, there 's o twig in my 
$.Oup.'' 
Waiter: "I'm not surprised. We hove several 
branches in the city~" 
Bobby, Momma, did you say that people are 
made al dust, and when they die, they turn back 
into dust? 
Momma: Yes, Bobby. 
Bobby: Well, I looked under the bed this 
morning, and there's someone either coming or 
going. 
One Student: I see in the paper that nine 
teachers and a student were killed in that troin 
wreck yesterday. 
Another Student, Poor guyl 
Cheerleaders 
Left to Right: S. McCluskey, J. Chaloupka, R. 
Cervenak, C. Domarchuk, M. Cuku, J. Hrena. 
Fourth farmer, " What's the name of lhot book 
you 're reading? 
first former: "-.Y,'iol 50 million women won I." 
Fourth former: "Let's see if they spelled my 
name r ight. " 
He: " Please." 
She, "No." 
He, "Just this one<,." 
She, " I soid no. " 
He: "Aw, gee Maw, all the other kids ore 
going barefoot." 
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COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
KELSEY 
WHEEL 
Company Limited 
-*-
309 ELLIS ST. E. 
Windsor 
BEST WISHES 
FOR SUCCESS 
TO ALL 
VOCATIONAL SCHOOL 
STUDENTS . . . 
THE STORE WITH 
BIR KS 
El·l3 
Poge Sixty-One 
ORIGINAL DESIGNS 
01" SCHOOL and CLASS 
INSIGNIA SUBMITTED 
WITHOUT OBLIGATION 
WATCHES 
DIAMONDS 
MAKERS OF 
FINE SILVER 
IMPORTERS OF 
ENGLISH CHINA 
and CRYSTAL 
BIR KS 
JEWELLERS 
OUELLETTE AT PARK ST. 
WINDSOR 
IN SCHOOL OR AT PLAY 
KEEP FIT 
-•-
DRINK MORE MILK 
FOR HEALTH 
-•-
WINDSOR MILK DISTRIBUTORS 
BARTLET BUILDING - FIFITH FLOOR 
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GIRLS' INTERFORM 
VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONS 
GRADE 9: Cl A 
left lo Right: Helen Drozic, Gertrude London, 
Coral Glover, Betty Campbel l, Irene Klod-
nicki, Evelyn Monk, Margaret Sterl, Jeon 
Muchesno, Donna Newmon, Marilyn War-
ren (absent). 
Noted Chem Teacher: " What is chemistry ' s 
greatest con tribution lo the world?" 
T4B Student: " Blondes. " 
Freddie ( Arrested for speeding): "But sir, 
go to Tech." 
Judge: " Ignorance is no excuse." 
GRADE 10: C2C 
l eft to Right: Soro Ursu, Betty Pattison, Janice 
Harvey, June Antoschuk, Jeon Sego, Bev-
erly Dunne, Nancy Stoddart, Betty Jeon 
Brown, Dorothy Kearns, Mory Ann Hunt. 
Lowe is full of wil l ing people: Some willing to 
work-the rest willing to let them. 
Lough and the class laughs with you, 
But you serve the detention a lone! 
As usual , after lunch the boys were roughing 
it up o bit whe n Mr. Deon came in and remarked, 
" You hod better slop now gentlemen, the talent 
scout from LONDON is expected any minute. " 
GRADES 11 and 12: C4B 
left to Right : Beth Purton, Clara Clinansmith, 
Olga Dmytrow, Nora Pi neo, Jennie Golias 
( holding ball), Ledo St. Antoine, Dorothy 
Steininger, Jacqueline Buck, Sylvia Chose 
(absent), Marlene Potterson (absent). 
Women 's faults ,.?re many; 
Men hove onl'( two-
Everything they soy 
And everylhlng they d o. 
lst Girl: " I passed a nice fellow (of T4A) in 
the hall and I gave him a smile." 
2nd Girl : " And what followed . " 
l st Girl: " The fellow. " 
• 
--- Special 
ACTIVITIES 
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VOCATIONAL UNITED EXECUTIVE 
left to Right: Mr. G. Pew, Rudy Chernick, Mary Trenlin, Mike Saffron, Ran Erwin, Miss M. Connerly. 
VOCATIONAL UNITED 
Greetings: 
As president of Vocational United, and on beha lf of 
my fellow executives, I would like to express our heart-
felt appreciation for the honour bestowed upon us. Not 
only has it been an honour, but it has also been a 
pleasure for us to head such a fine student body. 
Special thanks are due Miss Connerty and Mr. Pew, 
our sponsors, and to Mike Saffron, who, as vice-president 
has assisted in the carrying out of leadership duties. 
Compliments of 
ADELMAN ' S 
"UNDER-SELLING DEPARTMENT STORE" 
60 PITI ST. E. 
Compliments of 
INDUSTRIAL PATTERN WORKS 
WOOD AND METAL PATI'ERNS 
1074 MARENTETTE 
ROWLAND AND O'BRIEN LTD. 
BAKERS 
TAYSTEE BREAD AND CAKES 
PHONE 4-4721 
Compliments of 
Household Products Co. Ltd. 
20 CHATHAM ST. E. PHONE 3-5216 
"The Towers," which is sponsored by Vocational 
United, again promises to be a success in every respect, 
and the appreciation of the executive is extended to a l l 
who have taken part in the publication of this book, the 
record of our remembrance of hapy days gone by. 
RUDY CHERNIAK, 
President, Vocational United. 
EAT THE BEST WHILE YOU REST AT 
RICHARD'S DRIVE INN 
2739 HOW ARD A VE. PHONE 2-5520 
WINDSOR FURNACE COMPANY 
GAS, OIL AND COAL FIRED 
3177 SANDWICH ST. W. PHONE 3-8712 
JAY & CEE METAL PRODUCTS 
TOOLS FOR BETI'ER PRODUCTION 
575 PIERRE PHONE 4-7828 
GRADUATES OF W. D. LOWE 
ACE GARAGE 
ROAD SERVICE 
GENERAL REPAIRS, CARS AND TRUCKS 
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SOCIAL COMMITTEE 
First Row: Velma Korosy, Irene Thomas, Emily Ostopovich, Cassie Nowosielski, Gloria Tazzman. 
Second Row: Beverley Pray, Clora Clinan,mith, Margaret Corna, Betty Stelmach, Doreen Schisler, Jeon Tofflemire, Vero Turus. 
Third Row: Barbara Taylor, Pot Jessop, Jo,ie Choloupko, Theresa Ellwood, Ann Lyons, Pot Decaire, Mory Trentin, Iris Babiuk. 
Fourth Row: Eli Popovitch, Jim Veitch, Bob Wilkins, Pete Drogicevich, Fred Philchuk, Donny Costeo, Norm Vargo, Darryl Aver. 
Compliments of 
BROWN OPTICAL COMPANY 
OPTOMETRISTS 
4 75 OUELLETTE A VE. 
Compliments of 
PHONE 3-8583 
WEST & SONS 
SPECIALISTS IN FASHIONS AND DECORATIVE 
FABRICS 
Compliments of 
Fibre Products of Canada Ltd. 
WINDSOR, ONT. 
Compliments of 
COSY RESTAURANT 
980 HOW ARD A VENUE PHONE 3-008() 
1 Compliments of 
THE 
CANADIAN BRIDGE COMPANY 
W. J. BONDY & SONS 
QUALITY SHOES 
126 OUELLETTE A VE. WINDSOR, ONT. 
STAR BAKERIES 
BAKERS OF QUALITY BREAD 
634 McDOUGALL PHONE 3-5661 
Compliments of 
GUARANTEE CLEANERS 
535 SANDWICH ST. E. PHONE 3-1255 
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CADET OFFICERS 
First Row: R. Caster.on , Lieut. ; C. Shipley, Capt.; L. Monios, Lt. Col.; R. Cunningham, Major; T. Irving, Lt. 
Second Row: G. Clouth ie r; M. Bishop, Sgt. Major; G. Cooper, Lieut.; J. Osborne, Capt.; D. McCabe, Lieut. 
Third Row: A. De,rosiers, R. Lever, A. Radovich , G. Grodin, F. Charrett. 
Fourth Row: G. Cunningham, K. Campbell, R. Hupka , E. Russel, G. Martin. 
Absent: 8. Gillis, V. Finnigan, B. Lefler. 
MEMORIAL DAY ASSEMBLY 
On November 11, 1952, the entire student body 
gathered in the auditorium for this very solemn occasion. 
Our assembly, led by Wayne Warren, was opened with 
" God Save the Queen " and the lord's Prayer; then the 
students sang "Abide With Me," accompanied by the 
school orchestra. Kenneth Dix sang an appropriate solo. 
Wayne Warren offered a prayer in remembrance of the 
fallen. 
At the center of the stage was a white cross with a 
remembrance wreath at its base, guarded by a uniformed 
cadet. 
After the service, as the school orchestra played the 
Recessional, the students filed quietly past the memorial 
tablets in the main hall and adjourned to class. 
.... 
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OFFICERS BUGLE BAND 
Lefl to Right: R. Caza, S. Panic, N. Vargo, E. 
Abraham, E. Mulawka, D. Rizzi (Captain). 
In the hospital corridor, an excited father 
frantically stopped a nurse. His voice quavered: 
0
'Nurse1 tell me, is it o boy?" 
"Well," returned the nurse calmly, "the one 
in the middle is." 
Bellhop, packeting fifty cents from deporting 
guest: "Make it o dollar and I won't mention 
the hotel towels you took." 
Guest: "Young man, I ought to have you 
arrested for making o groundless accusation like 
thotl" 
Bellhop: " Forget it, sir. Nine times out of ten 
it works. " 
CADET RIFLE TEAM 
Front Row: Left to right: B. Wolden, D. Kennedy, 
R. Skinner, F .. Cousineau. 
Back Row: Left to right: F. Phipps, C. Ouellette, 
L. McKnight, Mr. R. Cook, B. Grundy, T. 
Sullivan, L. Bondy. 
little girls choose dolls for toys, 
While soldiers ore the choice of boys; 
But when your grown up you 'II find 
That each hos had a change of mind; 
The girls prefer the soldiers then, 
And baby dolls attract the men. 
Ruth rode on my motor-bike 
Directly bo<k of me; 
I hit o bump at sixty-five 
And rode on Ruthlessly. 
SIGNAL TEAM 
left to Right: E. Cornell, R. Morand, B. Skinner, 
J. Dittrich. 
Dreothes there a man with soul so dead, 
Who never to himself has said, 
" The heck with school, I 'll stay in bed." 
Mother: What hove you been doing all after-
noon, son? 
Boy: Shooting crops. 
Mother: Shame on you! Those little things 
have as much right to l ive as you hovel 
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UNITED NATIONS DAY 
UNITED NATIONS ASSEMBLY 
Back Row: Joan Cornwall ( Bulgaria); Sandra Rosen ( Israel); Rase Spiroff (Greece); Vera Turus, Nellie Weika, Iris Babiuk 
( Ukraine); Phyllis Roteliuk ( Argentina); Roma Battagella ( Italy); Olga Gazo (Czechoslovakia). 
Second Row: Shirley Browning ( lndio); Josephine lewis (Southern U.S.A.); Barbara Barran Colonial lady); Elaine Rodu 
( Romania); Kathleen Pedlar (Scotland); Doreen Eiker (Norway); Caraly Morioger (Denmark); Norma Brown-
ing ( United States of Indonesia); Pat Dakin (Mexico); Patrice Oono ( Northern Ireland); Rase Majsak ( Yugo-
slavia). 
First Row: Helen Pawluchyk ( Russia); Betty Campbell, Edna Madill ( Korea); Sylvia Stefuriok ( Ruman ia); Josephine Bacon 
(Czechoslovakia); Beverly Girard (Wales); Virginia Andrews (Macedonia); Mavis Wollison ( Italy); Adele 
Vargo (Hungary); Barbaro Deni, ( Ethiopia). 
left to Right: Mr. J. Ord, Hon. Paul Martin, Jeanie 
Tofflemire, Rudy Chernick, Mike Saffron. 
Jeanie is presenting Mr. Martin with o smal l 
gift as a token of our appreciation of his visit. 
UNITED NATIONS ASSEMBLY 
Students and teachers of W. D. Lowe Vocational 
School marked United Nations Week with impressive 
and colorful assemblies, bringing forcibly to the atten-
tion of the big school's enrolment the vital place the 
organization plays in attempting to bring peace and 
improved conditions throughout the world. Above is a 
group of girl students in the costumes of the various 
nations- many of these ore from families who came to 
Canada from the lands their costumes represent. The 
colorful pageant was arrangep- and directed by Miss 
Gertrude Green, a Vocational School staff member. In 
addition to the part played by the girls, the assemblies 
heard from special speakers, including the Hon. Paul 
Martin, on t he work of the U.N. and listened to specially 
arranged music by the school band. The group above 
represents some 20 nations. 
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COMPLIMENTS OF 
CHRISTMAS 
CONC ERT 
Right: Jocke Burke. 
Left: Beverley Lossowski. 
CHRISTMAS ASSEMBLY 
Christmas Assembly was held 
again this year 0$ U$ual, on 
the afternoon of closing day 
before Christmas. A varied 
and e ntertoining program was 
presented, featuring mass 
singing of Christmas caro ls., 
tap-dancing numbers, musical 
numbers, and skits. One of 
the highlights was a skit by 
Beverley Lossowskj (Grad. '52) 
sho wn at the left whose hu-
mourous monologue "brought 
down the house. " Jock Burke 
delighted the audience with 
his rendition of popular num-
bers on the piano, and the 
orchestra a lso rendered special 
Christmas music. 
PLEASANCE JEWELLERS 
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Compliment s of 
STUART CLOTHES 
MEN'S STYLE CENTRE 
WYANDOTTE AT WINDERMERE PHONE 4-3623 Ouellette at London Ottawa at Gladston e 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
Fraser Box & Lumber Co. 
1874 WALKER ROAD PHONE 4-9256 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
WONDER BAKERIES 
337 SALTER AVE. PHONE 4-5107 
Chalmers Bros.-Fast Car Wash 
IMPERIAL OIL PRODUCTS 
ERIE AND GOYEAU PHONE 4-8422 
Leam ington 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
Veteran Cab Co. of Windsor 
308 WYANDOTTE ST. E. PHONE 4-6401 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
TUCKER ELECTRIC CO. 
2130 WYANDOTTE ST. W. PHONE 4-9847 
Compliments of 
DeVITTORI BROS. 
GROCERIES 
1400 PELLETIER PHONE 3-0712 
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Left; Rudy Cherniak 
Right: Bill Martin 
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COMMENCEMENT, 1952 
COMMENCEMENT ASSEMBLY 
The thirtieth annual commencement was held on Friday, 
November 14. The graduates filed into the auditorium in formal 
procession for the last time as a class. Mr. Ord, the Principal, wel-
comed the graduates and Mr. A. R. Davidson of the Board of 
Education added his congratulations and extended those of the 
Board. 
The main speaker, Mr. H. R. Beattie, Director of Guidance for 
Ontario, was introduced by Mr. Frank Clute, General School Coun-
sellor for the Windsor Schools. In his address Mr. Beattie stressed 
the fact that one of the greatest aims of modern education in 
Ontario is to help students develop the ability to make decisions. 
"Decisions let the world know what kind of a being you are," he 
stated. 
Shown at the left are Valedictorian William Marlin, receiving 
the Vocational United Award from Rudy Chernick, President of 
Vocational United. In his valedictory, William Martin paid tribute 
to the school, the teachers, and to the parents "who made sacrifices 
on our behalf that we might be given the opportunity of an 
education." 
After the assembly, the graduates received the congratulations 
of friends and relat ives waiting in the halls. Later they met in the 
Cafeteria for refreshments, followed by dancing in the gymnasium. 
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SCHOLARSHIPS AND AWARDS 
GRADUATING CLASS 'S.2 
W. D. LOWE MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP Earl Sergeant 
Robert Baker 
Ronald Simpson 
Ross Huggard 
George Helleis 
Boris Antosko 
William Martin 
Earl Sergeant 
Nives Marcus 
Mary Frimer 
DETROIT INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY SCHOLARSHIP 
WAFFLE'S ELECTRIC A WARD 
CANADIAN INSTITUTE OF STEEL CONSTRUCTION AWARD 
WINDSOR TOOL SHOPS ASSOCIATION AWARD 
CANADIAN BRIDGE COMPANY AWARD 
VOCATIONAL UNITED AWARD 
ATHLETIC AWARD . 
NOMA AWARDS 
SCHOOL BURSARIES Kueta Gut 
Marion Mclean 
Jean Hall 
GRADE 12, 1952-53 
DOMINION-PROVINCIAL STUDENT-AID BURSARIES Iris Babiuk 
Kenneth Brooks 
Jeanie Tofflemire 
PULLEN'S DRUG STORE 
(R. M. Hoshal) 
PRESCRIPTIONS SINCE 1920 
Trusses Abdominal Supports 
1037 DROUILLARD RD. 
SILKS - - WOOLLENS - • DRAPERIES 
Miss Sadies Fabrics 
591 OUELLETTE AVE. PHONE 3-7336 
Windwr, Ontario 
Estimates Gladly 
HUCKER BROS. 
FLOOR COVERINGS AND ACCESSORIES 
306 OUELLETTE A VE. WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
JEFFREY CLEANERS 
N. JEFFREY, Prop. 
CLEANING - PRESSING - STORAGE 
TELEPHONE 3-2416 65S PITT ST. WEST 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
Phillip's Coffee Shop 
851 ERIE E. 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO PHONE 3-0579 
LEN KANE'S 
Man About Town Shop 
316 PELISSIER ST. PHONE 2-1733 
TELEPHONE 3-5612 
FURS by ARPIN 
NORTHWEST FUR CO. 
484 PELISSIER ST. WINDSOR, ONT. 
m:mno-o-~~om:H:l-0~ 
TELEPHONE 3-0800 
JOE STILLER 
CUSTOM TAILOR AND DESIGNER 
MEN'S FURNISHINGS I 
We Guarantee All Our English Woolcns 
21>6 PELISSIER ST. WINDSOR, ONT. 
tio-00-00-0-0H:)-OH:)-OH:)-OH:)-OflXlfO<:fO<:fO<:fO<:H:XlfO<:HXlfOQ(HXHlOO 
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THE EXPERT TYPISTS' CLUB 
" There Ls olwoys room for improvemenf'-ond members of the 
Expert Typist' s Club taak this ta heart after watching World 's 
Amateur Champion, Miss Irma Wright, in action at a special com-
mercial assembly, February 18th. Here is a true champion, in every 
sense of the word, and her visit was on inspiration and a delight 
ta all the commercial students. After the assembly, tea was served 
by the girls al the Club in the Home Ecanamic's Roam, in hanaur 
af Miss Wright. 
This Club was organized by the girls al C3A in January, 1952. 
Since then, it has met each Tuesday afternaan far practice and 
tests under Miss Danaldsan's direction. This group al 18 girls 
hold, 43 Royal certificates, 32 Underwood certificates and fifteen 
schaal pins far net speeds ranging fram 50 ta 80 wards per minute 
net. The highest awo,d, the schaal gold ring, is naw held by 
Elda Gava, Vera Turus and Angela Marinelli. 
Pictured above watching Miss Wrigh,t type, are the fallowing 
Club members, Rase Cervenak, Josie Chalaupka, Leda St. Antoine, 
Pat Decaire, Helen Laskowski, Bertha Franz, Velma Karasy, Virginia 
Andrews, Helen Trupp, Margaret Corna, Elda Gava, Angela 
Marinelli, Nellie Weiko, Miss Wright, Elena Dorio and Vero Turus. 
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VOCATIONAL DAY AT "SMITH'S" 
1952 marked the fifteenth annual " Vacatianal Day at Smith's. " 
This event hos become on institution with us, and one that the 
schaal and, we are assured, the C. H. Smith Ca. laaks forward ta 
with great anticipation each year. The dote is usually the first 
Saturday of November in any year, and for several days previous 
ta that date the students are carefully coached and "groomed" 
far this one-day jab. This year about 175 students participated 
in the merchandising activities al the mare tthan 50 departments 
of this big slore. 
In the picture la the left Mr. Joseph Ord, aur principal, is shown 
double-checking an the sa lesmanner and ability al two student 
sales ladies, Miss Marie Cuku al the left and Miss Angela Marinelli 
centre. Mr. Ord is being "said" a new tie. 
-E. DARIO. 
THE L. A. YOUNG INDUSTRIES 
OF CANADA, LIMITED 
WINDSOR ONTARIO 
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A word to the wise .. . 
• • . to the wise young girls - and boys - who 
wouldn't be satisfied with "just any job" when they 
go out to work. 
Year after year, hundreds of young people find 
congenial jobs at the Bell where an ever-expanding 
business offers unlimited opportunities in many dif-
ferent types of work. The good pay, short work-,veek, 
pleasant working conditions, the many benefits and 
social activities are some of the reasons ,vhy they say 
"The Bell is a good place to world" 
Poge Seventy• Three 
THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA 
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LITERARY 
HOMEWORK 
My homework, My homework, I wish I never wos born; 
All night I hove worked on my homework till hours of early morn. 
My Spelling is terrible; Moth fills my heart with feor, 
l"m scared to think of Easter when exam days appear. 
My homework, My homework, at home nights l"ve got to stay; 
I cannot go out skating, I hove no time for play. 
My Correspondence is not finished; I'm slipping, it appears; 
When I think of Miss Connerty, my eyes ore filled with tears. 
For teachers that give us homework, arid hove gone their merry way 
To nightclubs or the show-they've lots of time for ploy. 
I hope their eyes are burning and no sleep comes to their eyes; 
God make them homework conscious and homework minimize. 
-MORRIS PRYMACK, C4A. 
417 Ouellette Ave. 
Windsor, Ont. 
DISTINCTIVE APPAREL FOR WOMEN 
SCIENTIFIC SOUND SERVICE 
934 OTTAWA STREET 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
333 Ouellette Ave. Windsor, Ontario 
Telephone 3-7411 
SHOES - SPORTING GOODS - LUGGAGE 
PENCIL SHARPENERS 
Mr. Jennings will have many partners, 
As he declares war on pencil Jhorpeners: 
for when the girls go in to Math-
They do their best to rouse his wroth, 
By making the pencil sharpener grind-
( That's the working of genius minds) 
Just when he's trying to soy his piece, 
Telling the solution, to all those geese. 
Of insanity he's on the brink; 
Why, you can't even hear yourself thi nk l 
It will gri nd and growl and fret and stew, 
"Ti, he feels like yelling, " Now, stop thot, you!" 
But he must admit, as they stand their ground, 
The things really ore handy to hove around. 
-GLADYS POPIEL, C2A. 
BEST WISHES FROM 
H. W. SIMPSON 
ENTERTAINMENT BUREAU 
FEATURE SETS . 
52 CHATHAM ST. W. 
COMPLETE SHOWS 
PHONE S-1986 
BARBARA WOOD 
SECRETARIAL SERVICE - TELEPHONE SERVICE 
Duplicating, Mimeographing, Direct Mail Advertising 
29 PARK ST. W., Room 209 PHONE 3-8024 
~~ 
THE FLAtFISH 
"THE WORLD'S MOST ACTIVE LURE" 
Manufactured Exclusively By 
HEUN TACKLE COMPANY LIMITED 
........... 
g 
i 
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L.:ITERARY 
FROST 
The frost on one cold morning 
Was fascinating to me, 
As it covered the bedroom window, 
Making a fairyland wondrous ta see. 
For whirls and twirls ond frosty curls, 
Such artistry divine-
Met my eyes as I sat gazing 
On that masterpiece af design. 
like the work af elfin painters, 
Sa delicate and fine, 
Never thought 1 to see it gracing 
Such a humble room as mine. 
Far it cou ld not be work af mortals, 
I reasoned as I sat and dream'd, 
Only the little ones made such exquisite things; 
That's how to me it seemed. 
And yet as the patterns melted away 
With the coming of the sun 
I asked, "" What is its equal?'' 
Bock came the onswer-"none". 
-GLADYS POPIEL, C2A. 
JOHN F. TWIGG 
BARRISTER AND SOLICITOR 
60'1 BARTLET BUILDING PHONE 
"SHOES FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY" 
DIANE 
TWO GREAT STORES 
Compliments of 
PEKAR'S 
DINETTE 
754 Ouellette 
LONESOME 
You write me that you're lonesome, 
That you miss my pretty foce, 
That you never dote another girl 
And don't 90 any place. 
You tell me that a hermit's life 
Describes whot you o:e leading 
And every evening after chow 
You spend your hours reading. 
You tell me that the thought of me 
Is all that you require. 
I write you that I do the same, 
Now who's the biggest liar? 
-IRIS BABIUK, C4A. 
BOOKS 
We hove books for every day, 
Some we'd like ta throw away_ 
Spelling, English, and such, 
These we don'l core for much. 
The books we really l ike to read 
Often have a roguish lead 
Excitement, adventure, end romance 
These books do not our minds enhance. 
-CLARA CLINANSMITH, C4B. 
DETROIT ~ 
THE FRIENDLY COLLEGE I 
Summer Te:::-m Begins June 22, 1953 
Fall Semester Begins September 14, 1953 
(Day and Evening Classes) 
Degree Courses Are Offered In: 
ENGINEERING 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
PHARMACY 
ARTS & SCIENCES 
CHEMISTRY 
Also Short Term and Certificate Courses 
Detroit Institute of Technology 
200 Downtown YMCA Building 
Grand Circus Park WOodward 2-6132 
Office Open 8:30 A.M.-8:30 P.M. Saturday Until Noon 
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ALICE IN WONDERLAND 
Seeing a rabbit in britches one day, 
Alice decided to chose it away. 
They entered a deep, deep hale in the ground-
She fell ta the bottom, got up, looked around. 
The rabbit by now wos nowhere in sight 
And so Alice followed the road to the right: 
She walked for a while, then sow a glass door, 
Which led too garden with flowers galore. 
But alas I it was tiny, too small to enter-
She wished she were smaller to continue her venture. 
Now beside the door there stood o gloss table 
On which was a jor on which was o label. 
The label said " Drink Me"-Alice did so, 
And then smaller ond smaller she began ta graw, 
And stil l smaller and smaller ' til she was small as the door 
( But it was lacked) so she cried, and then cried some more. 
Now she sot near the door neor which was the table 
Under which was a coke on which was a label. 
The label soid " Eat M,e" -Alice did so, 
And as she ate she be,gon to grow. 
" Curiouser and curiou.ser" said our heroine. 
To stand in the house she was much too toll e 'en. 
It wasn 't possible now to ever enter the door, 
The door with the garden and flowers galore, 
So poor little Alice sat down on the floor, 
She sot on the floor and began to cry more. 
Then followed the shrinking of Alice again 
(But her tears hod already formed o pool, as the rain.) 
Round this pool Alice swam, until then she met 
A mouse who wos angry, and thoroughly wet. 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
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They swam on together until they met others 
At the edge of the pool-brothers, sisten, mothers. 
Animals of all kinds, making different noises, 
Were talking 'mong themselves in all sorts of voices . 
They discussed the problem of getting dry; 
The faces they made were decidedly wry. 
Next thing she knew, everything disappeared, 
And there was the rabbit, who might be late ( he feared). 
Now next to the window there was a small table, 
On which was a bottle on which was a label; 
The label said " Drink Me" -Alice did so, 
And as she drank she began to grow. 
She grew ' til she couldn 't stand up, so, 
She sol down and placed her hand aul lhe window. 
The stones that the rabbit threw through the window 
Turned into cakes (Alice should know). 
" These, " Alice thought, "should make me shrink, " 
And so Alice ate them. They did what you think. 
Next came the " Caterpillar", the Duchess, then tea party, 
Where Mod Holle, and Mo,ch Hore all ale quite hearty. 
After this followed the meeting of " Her Majesty" the Queen, 
Who yelled "Off with her headl" St,e was certainly mean. 
Then there was Mock Turtle, who song o nice song; 
Alice thought it was int' resting but o little bit long. 
After lnot come the matter of stealing some torts, 
And this wo1 done by the Knave of Hearts. 
"You ' re nothing but a pock of cards I" our Alice said; 
501 readers concerned, I'm afraid it's the, end. 
-GLADYS POPIEL, C2A. 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
INDUSTRIAL PLATERS 
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LITE RA RY 
MY FIRST TYPING LESSON 
Do you remember your first typing lesson? It suddenly come bock 
to me when I went into the typing room with o mess,;,ge. The moment 
t set my foot in the room, I realized that this was a first year typing 
doss. Now, believe me, I hove nothing against first formers, for were 
we not all first formers once? The slow, hesitating clicks of the type-
writer and the bewildered expressions of that doss forced me to 
smile, as my mind wondered back three years when I was sitting in 
that very room with the same mystified feeling as this class presented. 
It wos the yeor 1949, ond the doss of (18 entered room 31 i. 
We oil ron ond grabbed o typewriter, saving the one next to us for 
our friend. We wer,e all very content to hove chosen our typewriter 
with our companion next to ours, and like normal human beings, 
began to chit•chot. To our dismay, we were all moved around, our 
positio ns being determined under the alphabetic order. 
I looked ot my typewriter. I wos faintly owore that the teacher 
was talking. This was the closest I hod ever been to o typewriter, 
ond, to my surprise, the letters were oil mixed up. I looked ot the 
typewriter next to mine, but that one, also, was al l mixed up too, so 
I decided there was nothing wrong with my machine. The teacher was 
still tal king. I put my finger down on o key to see how it felt. The 
key went down ! And still the teacher talked! I decided it wos time 
to listen, and when I looked up, everyone hod their paper in the 
machine, everyone, except me, of course . After o lot of fumbling and 
commotion with the paper, and threatening the machine if it didn ' t 
The victory of success is holf won where one gains the habit of 
work. 
-So,oh H. Bolton. 
Don't be content with doing your duty. Do more than your duty. 
It is the horse thot finishes o neck oheod lhot wins the race . 
- Andrew Carnegie. 
For good or ill, your conversation is your advertisement. Every 
time you open your mouth, you let men look into your mind. 
-Bruce Borton. 
A smile docs go further thon most men realize. All the abi l ity in 
t!,e world won't make other people wont to work with you, or under 
you, or over you, if you foil to control your temper and emotions. 
-:>. W. Figgis. 
There ore now three R's of citizenship-rights, respects and 
responsibilities. 
-Earl J. McGrath. 
keep the paper in place, I managed to get my now sadly crumpled 
and torn piece of paper in the machine~ 
And now, for the grand finale! I was ready to type. I imagined 
myself ot o bank, and having starry -eyed children storing ot me. I 
was on the threshold of a new career, I was going to do the impossible 
-I wos going to type! I ... Oh, whot wos that? The teacher was 
expressing her thoughts at my action, quite forcibly. She hod coiled 
my name out loud ond telling me to poy attention ... Oh, well, that's 
life. 
The teacher showed us the home-row position for the fingers. She 
told us to press the little finger of the left hand in order to get the 
impreuion ''o" . I pressed down my little f inger and it went right 
down-between the keys. I become discouraged, but on old saying 
come back to me, " If at first, you don't succeed, never stop from 
trying; oll that's great and good is done, just by patient trying. " 
Now, I felt better. I tried again. I did it-the letter come out! How 
I stored ond stored at the letter I h,;,d typed. My imagincilion slcirled 
up ogoin, ond I thought I wos well on my way to o typing job. I ... 
ond then ... the bell rang. 
With the ringing of the bell, I come bock to 1953, ond hurried 
along to my next class. 
My first typing lesson-what o wasted period! 
-ELDA GA VA, C4A. 
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